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Chapter 1: Effective Oxide Thickness,
Channel Length and Channel
Width

1.1 Gate Dielectric Model

As the gate oxide thickness is vigorously scaled down, the fmite charge-layer

thickness can not be ignored [1]. BSIM4 models this effect in both IV and CV. For

this purpose, BSM4 accepts two of the following tliree as the model inputs: the

electrical gate oxide thickness TOXE^, the physical gate oxide thickness TOXP,

and theirdifference DTOX = TOXE - TOXP. Based on theseparameters, the effect

of effective gate oxide capacitance IV and CV is modeled [2].

High-/: gate dielectric can be modeled as Si02 (relative permittivity: 3.9) with an

equivalent Si02 thickness. For example, 3nm gate dielectric with a dielectric

constant of 7.8 would have an equivalent oxide thickness of 1.5nm.

BSIM4 also allows the user to specify a gate dielectric constant (EPSROX)

different from 3.9 (Si02) as an altemative approach to modeling high-it dielectrics.

Figure 1-1 illustrates the algorithm and options for specifying the gate dielectric

thickness and calculation of the gate dielectric capacitance for BSIM4 model

evaluation.

1. Capitaland italic alphantunericals in this manual are model parameters.
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Poly-Silicon Gate Depletion

TOXEobATOXP

both given?

• TOXE TOXE

i TOXPf^TOXP

TOXE given?

TOXE TOXE

TOXP<=TOXE-DTOX

roXP given?

TOXE <= TOXP + DTOX

TOXP<=TOXP

De&ult case

'̂ ^OXE' calculate Vih, subthreshold swing, Vgiuff, Abuik,EPSROX 'Er

mobiliy, Vd,ah Kjox, Kiox, capMod = 0 and 1, etc

EPSROX -e^

2 through the charge-layer thickness model;

• ^^OXP' calculate Ca^jfor drain current and capMod =

^zh:=-

1 +

1.9x10 cm
sO.7^,,«/r+4(V7//0-VF5-<Dj

ITOXP

• If DTOX is not given, its default value will be used.

Figure 1-1. Algorithm for BSIM4 gate dielectric model.

1.2 Poly-Silicon Gate Depletion

When a gate voltage is applied to the poly-silicon gate, e.g. NMOS with n"*" poly-

silicon gate, a thin depletion layer will be formed at the interface between the poly-

silicon and the gate oxide. Although this depletion layer is very thin due to the high

doping concentration of the poly-silicon gate, its effect cannot be ignored since the

gate oxide thickness is small.

Figure 1-2 shows an NMOSFET with a depletion region in the n"^ poly-silicon

gate. The doping concentration in the n"^ poly-silicon gate is NGATE and the

1-2 BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley



Poly-Siiicon Gate Depletion

doping concentration in the substrate is NSUB. The depletion width in the poly

gate is Xp. The depletion width in the substrate is X^. The positive charge near the

interface of the poly-silicon gate and the gate oxide is distributed over a finite

depletion region with thickness Xp. In the presence of the depletion region, the

voltage drop across the gate oxide and the substrate will be reduced, because part

of the gate voltage will be dropped across the depletion region in the gate. That

means the effective gate voltage will be reduced.

Poly Gate Depletion (Width Xp)

n

ff) (y) (T)

P Nsub

Inverston Charge Depletton in Substrate (Width Xd)

B

NGATE

Tox

D

Figure 1-2. Charge distribution in a MOSFET with the poly gate depletioneffect.
The device is in the strong inversion region.

The effective gate voltage can be calculated in the following manner. Assume the

doping concentration in the poly gate is uniform. The voltagedrop in the poly gate

Vpoiy can be calculated as

BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley 1-3



Poly-Silicon Gate Depletion

(1.2.1)

2

V -n'^Y F _^GATE'Xpo]y
poly ^poly^poly

2s.^*'st

where E^^iy is the maximum electrical field in the poly gate. The boundary

condition at the interface of poly gate and the gate oxide is

(1.2.2)

EPSROX •£•„ = =^2gs^NGATE-V^^

where E^j^ is the electric field in the gate oxide. The gate voltage satisfies

(1.2.3)

V>s-Vfb-^s=V^, + V^

where is the voltage drop across the gate oxide and satisfies = Eq^TOXE.

From (1.2.1) and (1.2.2), we can obtain

(1.2.4)

a(v„-V„-<I).-V^J-V^„ =0

where

(1.2.5)

EPSROX^
a =

Iqe^NGATE'TOXE'

By solving (1.2.4), we get theeffective gatevoltage Vgse which is equal to

BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley 1-4



Effective Channel Length and Width

(1.2.6)

qe„NGATE-TOXE '̂̂ '
V.„ = VFB+ <!>,+gse '' ^ ^ s ' T^nanrwrl

EPSROX'

I 2̂EPSR0X^fy^,-VFB-^,)
•y ^ qs^NGATE-TOXE^

1.3 Effective Channel Length and Width

The effective channel length and width used in the drain current model are given

below

^eff ^drawn '2>dL/

w
W^^=-^-2dW

NF

W
W'=-^^-2dW'

" NF

(1.3.1)

(1.3.2a)

(1.3.2b)

The difference between (1.3.2a) and (1.3.2b) is that the former includes bias

dependencies. NFis the niunber ofdevice fingers. dW and dL are modeled by

(1.3.3)

dW =dW+DWG• - 7^7)
WL WW WWI

jWLN ^WWN ' jWLN-^WWN
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Effective Channel Length and Width

LL LW LWL
dL=LINT-\-—rT7r + TTT^ +jlLN ' ^Z-VWV ' jjlN-^LWN

(1.3.4)

WINT represents the traditional manner from which "delta W" is extracted (from

the intercept of straight lines on a yRds~^drawn plot)- The parameters DWG and

DWB are used to account for the contribution of both gate and substrate bias

effects. For dL, LINT represents the traditional manner from which "delta L" is

extracted from the intercept of lines on a Rds '̂̂ drawn ploO-

The remaining terms in dW and dL are provided for the convenience of the user.

They are meant to allow the user to model each parameter as a function of W^rawm

^drawn product term. By default, the above geometrical dependencies for

dW and dL are tumed off.

MOSFBT capacitances can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic components. The

intrinsic capacitance is associated with the region between the metallurgical source

and drain junction, which is defined by the effective length (L^cUve) width

(Wactive) when the gate to source/drain regions are under flat-band condition. Laaive

and Wactive defined as

^active ^drawrt "^dL

w
W . - "drawn _
^'active ^urr

NF

(1.3.5)

(1.3.6)
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Effective Channel Length and Width

LLC . LWC LWLC
dL=DLC-^—nTr+—7^+-jLLN'̂ LWN

^WZJV lyHWV ^ jWm-^WWN

(13.7)

(1.3.8)

The meanings of DWC and DLC are different from those of WWTand LINT in the

I-V model. Unlike the case of I-V, we assume that these dimensions are bias-

dependent. The parameter 5L^^is equal to the source/drain to gate overlap length

plus the difference between drawn and actual POLY CD due to processing (gate

patterning, etching and oxidation) on one side.

The effective channel length L^^for the I-V model does not necessarily cany a

physical meaning. It is just a parameter used in the I-V formulation. This L^jf is
therefore very sensitive to the I-V equations and also to the conduction

characteristics of the LDD region relative to the channel region. A device with a

large Lg^ and a small parasitic resistance can have a similar current drive as

another with a smaller L^jbut larger R^.

^active Parameter extracted from capacitance is a closer representation of the
metallurgical junction length (physical length). Due to the graded source/drain

junction profile, the source to drain length can have a very strong bias dependence.

We therefore define to bethat measured at flat-band voltage between gate to

source/drain. If DWC, DLC and the length/width dependence parameters (LLC,

LWC, LWLC, WLC, WWC and WWLC) are not specified in technology files,

BSIM4 assumes that the DC bias-independent Lg^ and Wg^ will be used for the

BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley 1-7



Effective Channel Length and Width

capacitnace models, and DWC, DLC, LLC, LWC, LWLC, WLC, WWC and WWLC

will be set to the values of their DC counterparts.

BSIM4 uses the effective source/drain diffusion width Wg^cj for modeling

parasitics, such as source/drain resistance, gate electrode resistance, and gate-

induced drain leakage (GIDL) current Wg^gj isdefined as

W
w

NF

(1.3.9)

WWC WWLC
DWJ + jWLN ' ^vvvwv '

BSiM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley 1-8



Chapter 2: Threshold Voltage Model

2.1 Long-Channel Model With Uniform
Doping

Accurate modeling of threshold voltage is important for precise description of

device electrical characteristics. for long and wide MOSFETs with uniform

substrate doping is given by

(2.1.1)

v„ =vfb+^,+y^^,-v^ =vtho+y{j^,-v^ -V^)

where VFB is the flat band voltage, VTHO is the threshold voltage of the long

channel device atzero substrate bias, and y is the body bias coefficient given by

y V̂^̂si ŝubstrae
ĉ

oxe

(2.1.2)

whereNsubstrate is the uniform substrate doping concentration.

Equation (2.1.1) assumes that the channel doping is constant and the channel

length and width are large enough. Modifications have to be made when the

substrate doping concentration is not constant and/orwhen the channel is short, or

narrow.
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Non-Uniform Vertical Doping

2.2 Non-Uniform Vertical Doping

The substrate doping profile is not uniform in the vertical direction and

therefore y in (2.1.2) is a function of both the depth from the interface and

the substrate bias. If Ngubstrate is defined to be the doping concentration

(NDEP) at XjgpQ (the depletion edge at = 0), for non-uniform

vertical doping is

2-2

(2.2.1)

NDEP

where is the body-bias coefficient for Nsi^hstrate = NDEP,

^th.NDEF ~ 0+KIndEP ij^s ^ )

with a definition of

(p^=QA+!^\n
Q

'' NDEP^
ri:

(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

where rii is the intrinsic carrier concentration in the channel region. The

zero-th and 1st moments of the vertical doping profile in (2.2.1) are given

by (2.2.4) and (2.2.5), respectively, as

(2.2.4)

D,=D„ + {N{x)-NDEP)dx+f'̂ {n{x)-NDEP)dx

BSiM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley



Non-Uniform Vertical Doping

(2.2.5)

A =Ao +Ai = iN{x)-NDEP)xdx+ iN(x)- NDEP)xdx

By assuming the doping profile is a steep retrograde, it can be shown that

£>01 is approximately equal to -CoiVi,^ and that Diq dominates Cqi

represents the profile of the retrograde. Combining (2.2.1) through (2.2.5),

we obtain

(2.2.6)

=vrao+V^)-K2-v^

where K1 = qCqi / and the surface potential is defined as

(2.2.7)

+ PHIN
ksT

<E),=0.4+^ln
Q

NDEP

\ ' 7

where

PHIN =-qDjs,

VTHOy Kly K2y andPHINare implemented as model parameters for model

flexibility. Appendix A lists themodel selectors andparameters.

Detail information on the doping profile is often available for predictive

modeling. Like BSIM3v3, BSIM4 allows K\ and K2 to be calculated based

on such details as NSUB, XTy VBXy VBMy etc. ( with the samemeanings as

inBSIM3v3):
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Non-Uniform Vertical Doping

(2.2.8)

K1 =Y2-2K2^0,-VBM

(2.2.9)

2^0. {yl<P, - VBM -7®,)+ VBM

where Yi and Y2 are the body bias coefficients when the substrate doping

concentration are equal to NDEPandNSUB, respectively:

_^j2qe~NDEP
cl

_ pqs,iNSUB
C

(2.2.10)

(2.2.11)

VBX is the body bias when the depletion width is equal to XT, and is

determined by

(2.2.12)

qNDEP'XT^
2f„.

= 0
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Non-Uniform Lateral Doping: Pocket (Halo) Implant

2.3 Non-Uniform Lateral Doping: Pocket
(Halo) Implant

In this case, the doping concentration near the source/drain junctions is

higher than that in the middle of the channel. Therefore, as channel length

becomes shorter, a roll-up will usually result since the effective channel

doping concentration gets higher, which changes the body bias effect as

well. To consider these effects, is written as

L LPEO ,
1 + 1

' 4^

LPEB

(2.3.1)

-K2'V.

In addition, pocket implant can cause significant drain-induced threshold

shift (DITS) in long-channel devices [3]:

(2.3.2)

AV„(DITS)=-nv,-]n
+DVTPO•(l+)

For Vds of interest, the above equation is simplified and implemented as

AV;,(D/7:S')=-nv,.ln

(2.3.3)

+DVTPO- (l + )

BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley 2-5



Short-Channel and DIBL Effects

2.4 Short-Channel and DIBL Effects

As channel length becomes shorter, shows a greater dependence on

channel length (SCE: short-channel effect) and drain bias (DDBL: drain-

induced barrier lowering). dependence on the body bias becomes

weaker as channel length becomes shorter, because the body bias has

weaker control of the depletion region. Based on the quasi 2D solution of

the Poisson equation, change due to SCE and DIBL is modeled [4]

(2.4.1)

AV^ (SCE. DIBL)= -e„(l^ )• [2{V^ - <D,)+ V„]

where known as the built-in voltage of the source/drain junctions, is

given by

T7Vfc=-5-ln
Q

^NDEP-NSD
2

V ' /

(2.4.2)

where NSD is the doping concentration of source/drain diffusions. The

short-channel effect coefficient 0^/,(L^^) in (2.4.1) has a strong dependence

on the channel length given by

(2.4.3)

It is referred to as the characteristiclength and is given by

2-6 BSiM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley



Short-Channel and DIBL Effects

\e,rTOXE-X,,^
EPSROX'T]

withthe depletion width X^ep equal to

y = l2sA<t>s-V^)
i qNDEP

(2.4.4)

(2.4.5)

Xjgp is larger near the drain due to the drain voltage. Xj^p / T) represents the

average depletion width along the channel.

Note that in BSIM3v3 and [4], is approximated with the form of

(2.4.6)

r L ^ ^ ^S,»(4#)=exn
V 2/, ,

+ 2exp iM.
J

which results in a phantom second Vth roll-up when Lgjj- becomes very
small (e.g. Lgjj < LMIN). In BSIM4, the function form of (2.4.3) is

implemented with no approximation.

To increase the model flexibility for different technologies, several

parameters such as Z)V7B, DVTl, DV72, DSUB, ETAQ, and ETAB are

introduced, andSCEand DIBLaremodeled separately.

To model SCE. we use

BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley 2-7



Short-Channel and DIBL Effects

(2.4.7)

e,^(SCE)=—0;5-Dvro
cosh(DVTl-^)-l

(2.4.8)

AV,, (SCE)= -e„ (SCE). (V„ - O.)

with li changed to

(2.4.9)

, \£,rTOXE'X,^ , .
l,=J— ^•(l +DVT2-Vi„)

V EPSROX ^ '

To model DIBL. we use

(2.4.10)

0„(DIBL)= 1 ^
cosh(D5i7B-^j-l

(2.4.11)

AV^{DlBL)=-e„{DIBLy{ETAO+ETAB-Vj-V,,

and l,Q is calculated by

(2.4.12)

with

_ e,-TOXE-X,,^,

V EPSROX

2-8 BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley



Narrow-Width Effect

Y --^depO ~
qNDEP

(2.4.13)

DVr\ is basically equal to DVTl and ETAB account for substrate

bias effects on SCE and DIBL, respectively.

2.5 Narrow-Width Effect

The actual depletion region in the channel is always larger than what is

usually assumedunder the one-dimensional analysisdue to the existenceof

fringing Eelds. This effect becomes very substantial as the channel width

decreases and the depletion region undemeath the fringing field becomes

comparable to the "classical" depletion layer formed from the vertical field.

The net result is an increase in This increase can be modeled as

nqNDEP • tOXE ^
= 3n <J),

2C W ^ W^^oxe^'eff ^ ejf

(2.5.1)

This formulation includes but is not limited to the inverse of channel width

due to thefact thattheoverall narrow width effect is dependent on process

(i.e. isolation technology). change is given by

(2.5.2)

AVJ;, {Narrow_mdth\)={K3 +K3B •V..) ^

BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley 2-9



Narrow-Width Effect

In addition, we must consider the narrow width effect for small channel

lengths. To do this we introduce the following

(2.5.3)

0.5DVT0WAy,;, {Narrow width!) rm\— ~ )
' cosh(DVTlW-i^)-l ^

with given by

(2.5.4)

le.'TOXE'X.,, , .
L =J— —•(l +OVT2W •Vfa)

V EPSROX ^ '

The complete V);, model implemented in SPICE is

(2.5.5)

-0.5

I ,
J^+{K3+K3B- d>.

Dvrm DVTO

cosh^rnvF^T^ coshpvn^T
r 1_ \ (eTAQ+ETAB • )•

cosh[DSUB^)-l "

where TOXE dependence is introduced in model parameters K\ and K2 to

improve the scalibility of model over TOXE as

2-10 BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley



Narrow-Width Effect

K,o.=Kl'

and

^20. =^2

TOXE

TOXM

TOXE

TOXM

(2.5.6)

(2.5.7)

Note that all Vi,^ terms are substituted with a expression as shown in

(2.5.8). This is needed in order to set an upper bound for the body bias

during simulations since unreasonable values can occur during SPICE

iterations if this expression is not introduced.

(2.5.8)

+0.5.[(V,, -5.)+V(n,-K.-5j-45,.y^]

where = 0.001V, and Vi,c is themaximum allowable Vf,^ and found from

dV,f,/dVi, = Otohe

(2.5.9)

V^=0.9 O -
Kl

2 ^

' 4K2^
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Narrow-Width Effect
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Chapter 3: Channel Charge and
Subthreshold Swing Models

3.1 Channel Charge Model

The channel charge density in subthreshold for zero is written as

(3.1.1)

_ IqNDEPs,;^
QchsubsO -J 2^ 'exp

nv,

where

(3.1.1a)

Vb#'= VOFF +
hff

VOFFL is used to model the length dependence of Vqff* on non-uniform channel

doping profiles.

In strong inversion region, the density is expressed by

(3.1.2)

QchsO ~^oxe '^gse ~ )

A unified charge density model considering the charge layer thickness effect is

derived for both subthreshold and inversion regions as

BSIM4.0.0 Manual Copyright © 2000 UC Berkeley 3-1



Channel Charge Model

3-2

QchO ^oxeff '̂ gsteff

where modeled by

and Xpc is given as

^z>c =

1 +

C +C^oxe ' ^cen

1.9x10^ cm

DC

+4(vrffO-VFB-<D.)Y'
2T0XP

(3.1.3)

(3.1.4)

(3.1.5)

In the above equations, Vg^tg^ the effective (V^^g-V^/i) used to describe the channel

charge densities from subthreshold to strong inversion, is modeled by

(3.1.6a)

nv,ln

^gsteff

1+exp
nv,

rn +nC^,'
2^.

qNDEPE^
exp

nv.

where

(3.1.6b)

m* = 0.5 +
arctan(M/A^K)

71
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Channel Charge Model

MINV is introduced to improve the accuracy of G^, G^^ and G^ll^ in the

moderate inversion region.

To account for the drain bias effect, The y dependence has to be included in

(3.1.3). Consider first the case of strong inversion

(3.1.7)

Qchs(}')~ ^oxeff ' ^gse ~^ih ~^bulk^F ()'))

V/^) stands for the quasi-Fermi potential at any given point y along the channel

with respect to the source. (3.1.7) can also be written as

(3.1.8)

Qchs{y)~ QchsO ^QchsC)*)

The term AQc/wCv) = -Qoxef/^bulkYF^y) is the incremental charge density introduced

by the drain voltage at y.

In subthreshold region, the channel charge density along the channel from source

to drain can be written as

Qchsubs (iV) QchsubsO '

(3.1.9)

\ulk^F{y)
nv,

Taylorexpansion of (3.1.9) yields the following (keeping the first two terms)
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Channel Charge Model

(3.1.10)

f A Tr / \\

Qchsubs(y^^ QchsubsO 2 Aftdk^fiy)
nv,

Similarly, (3.1.10) is transformed into

(3.1.11)

Qchsubs QchsubsO ^Qchsubs )

where ^Qchsubs(y) is the incremental channel charge density induced by the drain

voltage in the subthreshold region. It is written as

(3.1.12)

AO (v)=-o ^uik^Fjy)^^chsubs v.' / QchsubsO
nv,

To obtain a unified expression for the incremental channel charge density AQcaCv)

induced by we assume AQ^hiy) to be

Art ^Q:h,(y)-^Qch,ub,(y)
^QcHXy)+^Qci.^Ay)

(3.1.13)

Substituting AQch(y) of (3.1.8) and (3.1.12) into (3.1.13), we obtain

(3.1.14)

Aa.(>')=-^a
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Subthreshold Swing n

where Vj, = (Ygsteff"^ ^^bulh model implementation, n of is replaced

by a typical constant value of 2. The expression for Vi, now becomes

(3.1.15)

Vb =
Vgst^ + 2v/

Abidk

A unified expression for Qch(y) froni subthreshold to strong inversion regions is

(3.1.16)

Qch ) ^oxeff ' ^gtteff

3.2 Subthreshold Swing n

The drain currentequationin the subthreshold regioncan be expressedas

where

V J

1-exp •exp
^ gs ^th *off

nv,

HI hs„NDEP ^
" lV 2<D. '

(3.2.1)

(3.2.2)

V/ is the thermal voltage and equal to k^T/q. V^ff = VOFF + VOFFL / Lg^is the

offset voltage, which determines the channel current at Vg^ = 0. In(3.2.1), n is the
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Subthreshold Swing n

subthreshold swing parameter. Experimental data shows that the subthreshold

swing is a function of channel length and the interface state density. These two

mechanisms are modeled by the following

(3.2.3)

«=1+NFACTOR .£±L^CdscTenn+CTT

where Cdsc-Term, written as

c c^oxe ^oxe

CdscTerm =(CDSC +CDSCD•V., +CDSCB• ) /
cosh(pVTl-5^j-l

represents the coupling capacitance between drain/source to channel. Parameters

CDSC, CDSCD and CDSCB are extracted. Parameter CTT is the capacitance due to

interface states. From (3.2.3), it can be seen that subthreshold swing shares the

same exponential dependence on channel length as the DIBL effect. Parameter

NFACTOR is close to 1 and introduced to compensate for errors in the depletion

width capacitance calculation.
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Chapter 4: Gate Direct Ttinneling
Current Model

As the gate oxide thickness is scaled down to 3nm and below, gate leakage current

due to carrier direct tunneling becomes important. This tunnelinghappensbetween

the gate and silicon beneath the gate oxide. The tunneling carriers can be either

electrons or holes, or both, either from the conduction band or valence band,

depending on (the type of the gate and) the bias regime.

In BSIM4, the gate tunneling current components include the tunneling current

between gate and substrate (Igb)^ and the current between gate and channel {Igc),

which is partitioned between the source and draiu terminals by Igc = Igcs + Igcd.

The third componenthappensbetween gate and source/draindiffusion regions {Igs

and Igd). Figure 4-1 shows the schematic gate tunnelingcurrent flows.

Igs Igd

[

^ Igcs Igcd

Igb
6

Figure 4-1. Shematic gate current components flowing between NMOST terminals
in version.
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Model selectors

4.1 Model selectors

Two global selectors are provided to turn on or off the tunneling

components. igcMod = 1 tums on Igc, Igs, and Igd\ igbMod = 1 tums on

Igb. When the selectors are set to zero, no gate tunneling currents are

modeled.

4.2 Voltage Across Oxide

The oxide voltage is written as + V^^^epinv with

(4.2.1a)

^oxacc ~^Jbzb ~^FBeff

(4.2.1b)

^oxdepinv s "^^gste/f

(4.2.1) is valid and continuous from accumulation through depletion to

inversion. is the flat-band voltage calculated from zero-bias by

^/bzb ^th

(4.2.2)

zeroVfc, WVj, "" ~Xl^^Oj

and

(4.2.3)

W =V -0.5[(V -V,, -0.02)+ -V,, -0.02)' +O.OSV^ ]
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Equations for Tunneling Currents

4.3 Equations for Itinneling Currents

4.3.1 Gate-to-Substrate Current {Igh = Igbacc + Igbinv)

Isbacc. determined by ECB (Electron tunneling from Conduction Band), is

significant in accumulation and given by

(4.3.1)

Igbacc = ^eff ^ "^oxRatio ^gb ^aux
•exp[- B•TOXE{aIGBACC- BIGBACC• )• (l +CIGBACC• )]

where the physical constants A= 4.97232e-7 A/V^, B= 7.45669ell (g/F-

s^)®-^, and

toxrefY^"" 1
oxRatio

\ y

r r

TOXE

V,^=NlGBACC'V,'\og 1+ exp

V V

TOXE'

^gb ^Jbzb
NIGBACC'V,

77

lebinv. determined by EVB (Electron tunneling from Valence Band), is

significantin inversionand given by
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4-4

(4.3.2)

Igbinv = •A•

•exp[- B•TOXe{aIGBINV- BIGBINV• )• (l +CIGBINV • )]

where A= 3.75956e-7 AA^^, B=9.82222ell (g/F-s^)"'̂ , and

V^^NIGBINV'V.'Xog
r

1+ exp

V V

^V^^-EIGBINV '̂̂
EIGBlNVv

' J)

4.3.2 Gate-to-Channel Current {Igc) and Gate-to-S/D Qgs and
Igd)

Isc. determined by ECB for NMOS and HVB (Hole tunneling from

Valence Band) for PMOS, is formulated as

(4.3.3)

IgC = Lgff •A•T^xRatio *̂ gse ' ^aux

•txp[-B-TOXE[AlGC-BIGC-V^^„,)-i^ +CIGC ^oxdepinv )1

where A = 4.97232 PJW'̂ for NMOS and 3.42537 foj. pmqs, B =

7.45669ell (g/F-s^)°-^ for NMOS and 1.16645el2 (g/F-s^)°-^ for PMOS,
and

V_ = V/GC.v,.log 1+exp
V/GCv,

' J)

les and led —Igs represents the gate tunneling current between the gate

and the source diffusion region, while Igd represents the gate tunneling
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Equations for Tunneling Currents

current between the gate and the drain diffusion region. Igs and Igd are

determined by ECB for NMOS and HVB for PMOS, respectively.

(4.3.4)

Igs = W,^DLCIG'A'T^,,^^^ -V,, -V,,

•exp[-B•TOXE•POXEDGE•{aIGSD- BIGSD•V,, )• (l +CIGSD•V,,')]

and

(4.3.5)

Igd —WgffDLCIG' A'T^xRatioEdge '^gd ' ^gd

•exp[-B•TOXE•POXEDGE•[aIGSD- BIGSD• )• (l +CIGSD•V, '̂)]

where A = 4.97232 A/V^ for NMOS and 3.42537 A/V'̂ for PMOS, B =

7.45669ell (g/F-s^)°^ for NMOS and 1.16645el2 (g/F-s^)°-' for PMOS,
and

f TOXREF "l""* 1
T oxRatioEdge

TOXE'POXEDGE

V,,=^K-V^J +\.Qe-A

{rOXE-POXEDGEf

Vfhsd is the flat-band voltage between gate andS/D diffusions calculated as

]fNGATE>0.0

k„T, f NGATE'̂
= —logfbsd

q NSD
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Equations for Tunneling Currents

Else 0.0.

4.3.3 Partition of Igc

To consider the drain bias effect, Igc is split into two components, Igcs and

Igcd, that is Igc = Igcs + Igcd, and

(4.3.6)

^ P/GCPV,, +exp(-P/GCP-V,J-l+1.0e-4
/'/GC£»^-V^/+2.0e-4

and

(4.3.7)

1- {PIGCD •V;,. +!)•exp(- PIGCD • )+1 .Oe - 4
Igcd = Igc

PIGCD^ -Vj +2.Qt-A

If the model parameter PIGCD is not specified, it is given by

(4.3.8)

PIGCD ^ Y ^

V
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Chapter 5: Drain Current Model

5.1 Bulk Charge Effect

The depletion width will not be uniform along channel when a non-zero is

applied. This will cause to vary along the channel. This effect is called bulk

charge effect.

BSIM4 uses to model the bulk charge effect. Several model parameters are

introduced to account for the channel length and width dependences and bias

effects. A^„/jt is formulated by

Afulk ~ l+F_doping'

AO'L

L,„^2^xrx,
r

dep

r

\-AGS'V,gsteff hjr+2y[xjlc^^

(5.1.1)

1

BO l+KETA-V,bseff

W,/+Bl

where the second term on the RHS is used to model the effect of non-uniform

doping profiles

(5.1.2)

<D.F doping = " , —+ - K3B
W,u'-\-WQ
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Unified Mobiiity Modei

Note that Ay^ik is close to unity if the channel length is small and increases as the

channel length increases.

5.2 Unified Mobility Model

A good mobility model is critical to the accuracy of a MOSFET model. The

scattering mechanisms responsible for surface mobility basically include phonons,

coulombic scattering, and surface roughness. For good quality interfaces, phonon

scattering is generally the dominant scattering mechanism at room temperature. In

general, mobility depends on many process parameters and bias conditions. For

example, mobility depends on the gate oxide thickness, substrate doping

concentration, threshold voltage, gate and substrate voltages, etc. [5] proposed an

empirical unified formulation based on the concept of an effective field which

lumps many process parameters and bias conditions together. defined by

P _QB +(.QnP.)
(5.2.1)

The physical meaning of can be interpreted as the average electric field

experienced by the carriers in the inversion layer. The unified formulation of

mobihty is then given by

(5.2.2)
Ho

For an NMOS transistor with n-type poly-sihcon gate, (5.2.1) can be rewritten in a

more useful form that explicitly relates E^jf io the device parameters
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Unified Mobiiity Modei

E
6T0XE

(5.2.3)

BSIM4 provides three different models of the effective mobility. The mobMod = 0

and 1 models are from BSIM3v3.2.2; the new mobMod = 2, a universal mobility

model, is more accurate and suitable for predictive modeling.

• mobMod = 0

-

i+([/A+c/cv,„^;

• mobMod = 1

^eff -

1 + UA
gsteff ^^^th

TOXE

mobMod = 2

C/0

gsteff ^ th

TOXE

t/0

+ UB

gsteff ^ ^^th

TOXE

(5.2.4)

gsteff '

TOXE

^ + 2V;. ^ + 2K.

(5.2.5)

y _

(5.2.6)

uo
f^eff -

1+{UA +UC-V^] +Co •<yTHO - VFB - (D,)'
EU

TOXE

where the constant Cq= 2 for NMOS and 2.5 for PMOS.
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Asymmetric and Bias-Dependent Source/Drain Resistance Model

5.3 Asymmetric and Bias-Dependent Source/
Drain Resistance Model

BSIM4 models source/drain resistances in two components: bias-independent

diffusion resistance (sheet resistance) and bias-dependent LDD resistance.

Accuratemodeling of the bias-dependent LDD resistances is important for deep-

submicron CMOS technologies. In BSIM3 models, the LDD soiu'ce/drain

resistance R^(V) is modeled internally through the I-V equation and symmetry is

assumed for the source and drain sides. BSIM4 keeps this option for the sake of

simulation efficiency. In addition, BSIM4allows the source LDD resistance R^iV)

and the drain LDD resistance to be extemal and asymmetric (i.e. RgCV) and

/?^V) can be connected between the extemal and intemal source and drain nodes,

respectively; furthermore, Rs(V) does not have to be equal to Rjy)). This feature

makes accurate RF CMOS simulationpossible. The intemal R^(V) option can be

invoked by setting the model selector rdsMod = 0 (internal) and the extemal one

for Rs(y) and R/V) by setting rdsMod = 1 (external).

• rdsMod = 0 (Intemal /?j/V))

5-4

RDSWMIN-\-RDSW'

1

\-\-PRWG'V.
g«eJI

• rdsMod - 1 (Extemal /?^V) andR/y))

RAv)=

RDWMIN + RDW

-PRWB-V^ +

(5.3.2)
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Drain Current for Triode Region

RSWMIN + RSW

-PRWB-V^ +
1+PRWG-(V^,-V^^}

(5.3.3)

is the calculated flat-band voltage between gate and source/drain as given in

Section 4.3.2.

The following figure shows the schematic of source/drain resistance connection

for rdsMod= 1.

O—\/W—O—

Rsdiff+K/y)

—(D—\WA~~0

^^iff+Rd(y)

The diffusion source/draia resistance Rsdiff and Rddiff models are given in the

chapter of layout-dependence models.

5.4 Drain Current for Triode Region

5.4.1 Rds(y)=0 or rdsMod-1 ("intrinsic case")

Both drift and diffusion currents can be modeled by
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Drain Current for Triode Region

5-6

h,iy)=^Qch{y)ti-n,{y)dvAy)
dy

where Uneiy) can be written as

JUneiy)

1 +
Esca

Substituting (5.4.2) in (5.4.1), we get

lAy)=WQ.m J yF(y)l dvAy)
1+

dy

(5.4.1)

(5.4.2)

(5.4.3)

(5.4.3) is integrated from source to drain to get the expression for linear

drain current. This expression is valid from the subthreshold regime to the

strong inversion regime

2 ds

2K
^^^effQch^ds

^dsO
^ y. ^1+-^

(5.4.4)
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Velocity Saturation

5.4.2 Rdsi^) > 0 and rdsMod=0 ('Extrinsic case")

The drain current in this case is expressed by

y Idsi
Ids — ~

^ Rdsldso
1+

5.5 Velocity Saturation

Velocity saturation is modeled by [5]

Vds

v= E<E

= VSAT E>E

(5,4.5)

(5.5.1)

sat

sat

where corresponds to the critical electrical field at which the carrier velocity

becomes saturated. In order to have a continuous velocity model at £ =

must satisfy

E.^ =
sat

(5.5.2)

2VSAT
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Saturation Voltage Vdsat

5.6 Saturation Voltage

5.6.1 Intrinsic case

In this case, the LDD source/drain resistances are either zero or non zero

but not modeled inside the intrinsic channel region. It is easy to obtain

as [7]

(5.6.1)

EsalXVgst^ + 2-1^)
V^eisof —•

Abul}£saLi'\' Vgst^ + 2Vf

5.6.2 Extrinsic Case

In this case, non-zero LDD source/drain resistance is modeled

intemally through the I-V equation and symetry is assumed for the source

and drain sides. is obtained as [7]

Vdsat —

(5.6.2a)

-b - - Aac

2a

where

(5.6.2b)

/1 ^

^ ~ ^bulk Andk
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Saturation Voltage Vdsat

= -

^\ulk ^gsteff +2v,>.^V5ArC„./J,

(5.6.2c)

\ulk^sat^eff

(5.6.2d)

C=(y,^ +2v, +2v, y

(5.6.2e)

A= A1V,,,^+A2

X is introduced to model the non-saturation effects which are found for

PMOSFETs.

5.6.3 Formulation

An effective Vj^effy is used to ensure a smooth transition near

from trode to saturation regions. V^g^^is formulated as

(5.6.3)

-V,, -5)+Vfc„-K<,-5)' +45-V„,]

where 5 (DELTA) is a model parameter.
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Saturation-Region Output Conductance Model

5.7 Saturation-Region Output Conductance
Model

A typical I-V curve and its output resistance are shown in Figure 5-1. Considering

only the channel current, the I-V curve can be divided into two parts: the linear

region in which the current increases quickly with the drain voltage and the

saturation region in which the drain current has a weaker dependence on the drain

voltage. The first order derivative reveals more detailed information about the

physical mechanisms which are involved in the device operation. The output

resistance curve can be divided into four regions with distinct RquC^cIs

dependences.

The first region is the triode (or linear) region in which carrier velocity is not

saturated. The output resistance is very small because the drain current has a strong

dependence on the drain voltage. The other three regions belong to the saturation

region. As will be discussed later, there are several physical mechanisms which

affect the output resistance in the saturation region: channel length modulation

(CLM), drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL), and the substrate current induced

body effect (SCBE). These mechanisms all affect the output resistance in the

saturation range, but each of them dominates in a specific region. It will be shown
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Saturation-Region Output Conductance Modei

next that CLM dominates in the second region, DIBL in the third region, and

SCBE in the fourth region.

mode

Vhs (V)

Figure 5-1. GeneralbehaviorofMOSFET output resistance.

The channel current is a function of the gate and drain voltage. But the current

depends on the drain voltage weakly in the saturation region. In the following, the

Early voltage is introduced for the analysis of the output resistance in the

saturation region:

(5.7.1)

UV,S^V„)=

^dsal '^dsat ) l+f'—'dV,
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Saturation-Region Output Conductance Modei

where the Early voltage is defined as

V =I
A dsat

dV,

(5.7.2)

-1

We assume in the following analysis that the contributions to the Early voltage

from all mechanisms are independent and can be calculated separately.

5.7.1 Channel Length Modulation (CLM)

If channel length modulation is the only physical mechanism to be taken

into account, the Early voltage can be calculated by

^ACLM ~ ^dsat
dL

dL dV.

(5.7.3)

-1

Based on quasi two-dimensional analysis and through integration, we

propose Vaclm ^ t>e

where

C =
^clm

1

PCLM

^ACIM ^elm ^dsat)

F- l+PVAG-^
E,^L

V
j_j_ ^ds ^dso \ _j. ^dsat

V.sot^eff ^ "dseff
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litl
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and the F factor to account for the impactof pocketimplanttechnology is

(5.7.6)

F = ?
\ + FPROUT'

and litl in (5.7.5) is given by

1.^1 eJOXE.XJ
V EPSROX

(5.7.7)

PCLM is introduced into VaCLM compensate for the error caused byXJ

since the junction depth XJ can not be determined very accurately. Thus,

became

5.7.2 Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL)

The Early voltage ^i^e to DIBL is defined as

(5.7.8)

p/.Cv .V.) ;)T/
^ADIBL ^dsat '

, 9K. ' av.

Vth has a linear dependence on As channel length decreases, V^jbic

decreases very quickly
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Saturation-Region Output Conductance Model

(5.7.9)

^ V ,r ^
l + PVAG

^sat^eff0^,(1 +PDIBLCB-V^)
^ AY ^\ —. ^bulk^dsat

\
^bidk^dsat

where has a similar dependence on the channel length as the DIBL

effect in V//,, but a separate set of parameters are used:

(5.7.10)

0„.. = ^£{^£9 X—+PDIBLC2rout 2cosh(^)- 2

Parameters PDIBLCI, PDIBLC2, PDIBLCB and DROUT are introduced to

correct the DIBL effect in the strong inversion region. The reason why

DVTO is not equal to PDIBLCl and DVTl is not equal to DROUT is

because tlie gate voltage modulates the DIBL effect. When the threshold

voltage is determined, the gate voltage is equal to the threshold voltage.

But in the saturation region where the output resistance is modeled, the

gate voltage is much larger than the threshold voltage. Drain induced

barrier lowering may not be the same at different gate bias. PDIBLCl is

usually very small. If PDIBLCl is put into the threshold voltage model, it

will not cause any significant change. However it is an important parameter

in Vadiblc long channel devices, because PDIBLCl will be dominant if

the channel is long.

5.7.3 Substrate Current Induced Body Effect (SCBE)

When the electrical field near the drain is very large (> O.lMV/cm), some

electrons coming from the source (in the case of NMOSFETs) will be
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Saturation-Region Output Conductance Modei

energetic (hot) enough to cause impact ionization. This will generate

electron-hole pairs when these energetic electrons collide with sihcon

atoms. The substrate current thus createdduring impact ionization will

increaseexponentially with the drain voltage. A well known model [8]

is

(5.7.11)

^ds ^dsat j

Parameters A/ and 5/ are determined from measurement, affects the

drain currentin two ways. The total drain current will changebecause it is

the sum of the channel current as well as the substrate current. The total

drain current can now be expressed as follows

^ds ^ds-wlo-Isub ^sub d̂s-w/o-Isub 1 +

(5.7.12)

^ds ^dsai

The Early voltage due to the substrate current Vj^scbe can therefore be

calculated by

^ASCBE ~ ~rC*P
A

Brlitl ^
ds ^dsal j

(5.7.13)

We can see that V/^scbe is a strong function of V^. In addition, we also

observe that Vji^scbe is small only when is large. This is why SCBE is

important for devices with high drain voltage bias. The channel length and
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Single-Equation Channel Current Model

gate oxide dependence of Vascbe comes from and litl. We replace Bi

with PSCBE2 and A/Bi with PSCBEl/Lgff to get the following expression

for ^ASCBE

PSCBE2
-exp

^ASCBE ^eff

(5.7.14)

^ PSCBEl'litl'^
V -V

ds ^ dsat

SHA Drain-Induced Threshold Shift (DITS) by Pocket Implant

It has been shown that a long-channel device with pocket implant has a

smaller than that of uniformly-doped device [3]. The RQy^^ degradation

factor F is given in (5.7.6). In addition, the pocket implant introduces a

potential barrier at the drain end of the channel. This barrier can be lowered

by the drain bias even in long-channel devices. The Early voltage due to

DITS is modeled by

(5.7.15)

•F•[l +(l+PDITSL• )exp(PD/rSD•V,,)]

5.8 Single-Equation Channel Current Model

The final channel current equation for both linear and saturation regions now

becomes
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ds
1 +

Vdseff L
Vy Asat j_

1+—In
"'dm

V. -Vds " dseff
!+•

ADIBL

\

where NF is the number of device fingers, and

is written as

V.=V.„,+V.A Asal ^ ^ ACLM

where V^sat is

(5.8.1)

V,.-V.Af V,-V ^
1+-

ds dseff
!+•

ds dseff

'ADITS ASCBE

(5.8.2)

(5.8.3)

(5.8.4)

_^sat^eff "i" ^dsat ^̂^ds^^^^Qx^eff^gsteff ' 2^g^j¥2v,)J
V =

Asat

V/^ai is the Early voltage at is needed to have continuous drain

current and output resistanceexpressionsat the transition point between linear and

saturation regions.
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Chapter 6: Body Current Models

In addition to the jxmction diode current and gate-to-body tunneling current, the substrate

terminal current consists of the substrate current due to impact ionization (/,/), and gate-

induced drain leakage current (JgidD-

6.1 Tf, Model

The impact ionization current model in BSIM4 is the same as that in BSIM3v3.2,

and is modeled by

ALPHAQ + ALPHA! ^ v
h = jexp

r
BETAO

V -V^ds ^dseff

(6.1.1)

I
dsNoSCBE

where parameters ALPHAO and BETAO are impact ionization coefficients;

parameterALP/fAl is introduced to improves the scalability, and

^dsNoSCBE ^ 1+—ta
^clm

^ V ^^ A

y
y Asat yj

V -Vds dsejf
1-H-

ADIBL
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IGIDL Model

6*2 ^QiDL

The GEDLcurrent and its body bias effect are modeled by [9]-[10]

yd,-y.,e-EGIDL
= exi^

' oxe

(6.2.1)

' ZT^„ BGIDL ^
V,-V^^-EGIDL

V̂db

CGIDL+V'db

where AGIDL, BGIDL, CGIDL, and EGIDL are model parameters and explained

in Appendix A. CGIDL accounts for the body-bias dependence of Igidl- ^effCJ

and Nf are the effective width of the source/drain diffusions and the number of

fingers. Further explanation of Wgj^cj and Nfcan be found in the chapter of the

layout-dependence model.
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Chapter 7: Capacitance Model

Accurate modeling of MOSFET capacitance plays equally important role as that of the

DC model. This chapterdescribes themethodology and device physics considered in both

intrinsic and extrinsic capacitance modeling in BSIM4.0.0. Complete model parameters

can be found in Appendix A.

7.1 General Description

BSIM4.0.0 provides three options for selecting intrinsic and overlap/fringing

capacitance models. These capacitance models come from BSIM3v3.2, and the

BSIM3v3.2 capacitance model parameters are used without change in BSIM4.

except that separate CKAPPA parameters are introduced for the source-side and

drain-side overlap capacitances. The BSIM3v3.2 capMod = 1 is no longer

supported in BSIM4. The following table maps the BSIM4 capacitance models to

those of BSIM3v3.2.
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General Description

BSIM4 capacitance models Matched capMod in BSIM3v3.2.2

capMod = 0 (simple and piece-
wise model)

Intrinsic capMod = 0 + overlap/fringing capMod - 0

capMod - 1 (single-equation
model)

Intrinsic capMod = 2 + overlap/fringing capMod = 2

capMod = 2 (default model;
singel-equation and charge-

thickness model

Intrinsic capMod = 3 + overlap/fringing capMod = 2

7-2

Table 7-1. BSIM4 capacitance model options.

BSIM4 capacitance models have the following features:

• Separate effective channel length and width are used for capacitance models.
• capMod = 0 uses piece-wise equations. capMod = 1 and 2 are smooth and single

equation models; therefore both charge and capacitance are continous and, smooth
over all regions.

• Threshold voltage is consistent with DC part except for capMod - 0, where a long-
channel Vfii is used. Therefore, those effects such as body bias, short/narrow channel
and DIBL effects are exphcitly considered in capMod - 1 and 2.

• Overlap capacitance comprises two parts: (1) a bias-independent component which
models the effective overlap capacitance between the gate and the heavily doped
source/drain; (2) a gate-bias dependent component between the gate and the lightly
doped source/drain region.

• Bias-independent fringing capacitances are added between the gate and source as well
as the gate and drain.
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Methodology for intrinsic Capacitance Modeling

7.2 Methodology for Intrinsic Capacitance
Modeling

7.2.1 Basic Formulation

To enstire charge conservation, terminal charges instead of terminal

voltages are used as state variables. The terminal charges Qg, Q,, and

Qd are the charges associated with the gate, bulk, source, and drain

termianls, respectively. The gate charge is comprised of mirror charges

from these components: the channel charge (0,„v), accumulation charge

(Qacc) and substrate depletion charge(Qsub)-

The accumulation charge and the substrate charge are associated with the

substrate while the channel charge comes from the source and drain

terminals

(7.2.1)

Qg =-{Qsub +Qinv +Qacc )
Sb Qacc Qsub

Qinv =Qs+Qd

The substrate charge can be divided into two components: the substrate

charge at zero source-drain bias (Qm), which is a function of gate to

substrate bias, and the additional non-unifomi substrate charge in the

presence of a drain bias Qg now becomes

Qg - ~{Qmv +Qacc +QsubO +^,ub )
(7.2.2)
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7-4

The total charge is computed by integrating the charge along the channel.

The threshold voltage along the channel is modified due to the non-

uniform substrate charge by

(7.2.3)

v;»W=v^»(o)+(A.,«-i)v;

(7.2.4)

"active "aerivA

Qc ~^active J Qc^y ~~^active^oxe JV ~^bulk^y )^y
0 0

^active ^acHv^

Qs=W^,. J 9,dy =W^,„C^ l{v,.+V„-V,,-<f,-V,)dy
0 0

where Vg, = - V,h and

. dV^
dy=-^

where Eyis expressed in

f active^eff^o
^ds

y _ \ulk y
^gt 9 ^ds

V ^ J

(7.2.5)

Kfs ~^activef^eff^oxe ^gt ~\ulk^y )^y

All capacitances are derived from the charges to ensure charge

conservation. Since there are four terminals, there are altogether 16

components. For each component
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r

" ay,.

(7.2.6)

where i and j denote the transistor terminals. Cy satisfies

'• J

7.2.2 Short Channel Model

The long-channel charge model assume a constant mobility with no

velocity saturation. Since no channel length modulation is considered, the

channel charge remains constant in saturation region. Conventional long-

channel charge models assume Vdsat.cv = / ^buik and therefore is

independent of channel length. If we define a drain bias, Vdsat,c\^ for

capacitance modeling, at which the channel charge becomes constant, we

will find that Vdsat,cv in general is larger than Vdsai for I-V but smaller than

the long-channel Vdsca = ygt^^buik- hi other words.

_ ^gsteff,CV
^dsatJV ^dsat,CV ^ ^dsalJV Lactive—^oo'

and Vdsai,cv^^ modeled by

y dtat.CV

gtteJf,CV
-

(CLC^CLE~

1 +^bulk '
^̂ active ^
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(7.2.9)

yg,teff,cv ^NOFF-nv,'^ 1+exp
V-V„-VOFFCV

NOFF-nv,

Model parameters CLC and CLE are introduced to consider the effect of

channel-length modulation. the capacitance model is modeled by

(7.2.10)

AO'L
'eff BO 1

^bulk 1+ F_doping
L,^+2pc71c^ WV'+Bl 1 + KETA'V,bseff

where

. ^\+LPEBlL^K^„ tOXE ^
F_dopmg = ^ ~ ^35 ^

bseff w,/+wo '

7.2.3 Single Equation Formulation

Traditional MOSFET SPICE capacitance models use piece-wise equations.

This can result in discontinuities and non-smoothness at transition regions.

The following describes single-equation formulation for charge,

capacitance and voltage modeling m capMod = 1 and 2.

(a) TVansition from depletion to inversion region

The biggest discontinuity is at threshold voltage where the inversion

capacitance changes abruptly from zero to Coxe- Concurrently, since the

substrate charge is a constant, the substrate capacitance drops abruptly to
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zero at threshold voltage. The BSIM4 charge and capacitance models are

formulated by substituting with Vgstejf^cv as

(7.2.11)

Q^gsteff,CV )

For capacitance modeling

(7.2.12)

y
g,d,sjb

(b) Transition from accumulation to depletion region

An effective smooth flatband voltage Vp^gjis used for the accumulation

and depletion regions.

(7.2.13)

0.5[(V -V,. -0.02)+ -0.02/+0.08V]

where

(7.2.14)

zeroVi^ andVj^ ~~

A bias-independent Vf^ is used to calculate for capMod= 1 and2. For

capMod = 0, VFBCV is used instead (refer to Appendix A).
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(c) Transition from linear to saturation region

An effective is used to smooth out the transition between linear

and saturation regions.

(7.2.15)

^cveff ~ ^dsat.CV -0.5^,+^V/+4S,V,^„] whereV,=V^„„-V,,-S,-,S, =0.021^

7.2.4 Charge partitioning

The inversion charges are partitioned into (2,,,^, = Qj+ Qj. The ratio of to

Qj is the chargepartitioning ratio. Existing chargepartitioning schemesare

0/100, 50/50 and 40/60 {XPART= 1, 0.5 and 0).

50/50 charge partition

This is the simplest of all partitioning schemes in which the inversion

charges are assumed to be contributed equally from the source and drain

terminals.

40/60 charge partition

This is the most physical model of the three partitioning schemes in which

the channel charges are allocated to the source and drain terminals by

assuming a linear dependenceon channel position y.
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(7.2.16)

av, r

0 ^active

0/100 charge partition

In fast transient simulations, the use of a quasi-static model may result in a

largeunrealistic drain currentspike. This partitioning scheme is developed

to artificially suppress the drain current spike by assigning all inversion

charges in the saturation region to the source electrode. Notice that this

charge partitioning scheme will still give drain current spikes in the linear

region and aggravatethe source current spike problem.

7.3 Charge-Thickness Capacitance Model
(CTM)

Current MOSFET models in SPICE generally overestimate the intrinsic

capacitance and usually are not smooth at and V,;,. The discrepancy is more

pronounced in thinner devices due to the assumption of inversion and

accumulation charge beinglocatedat the interface. Numerical quantum simulation

results in Figure 7-1 indicate the significant charge thickness in all regions of

operation.
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0.15

a 0.10

O

9)
N 0.05

15
E

^ 0.00
20 40

Depth (A)

NsubsSe17cm

Figure 7-1. Charge distribution from numerical quantum simulations show significant
charge thickness at various bias conditions shown in the inset.

7-10

CTM is a charge-based model and therefore starts with the DC charge thicknss,

^DC- The charge thicknss introduces a capacitance in series with as illustrated

in Figure 7-2, resulting in an effective Coxeff- Based on numerical self-consistent

solution of Shrodinger, Poisson and Fermi-Dirac equations, universal and

analytical ^DC models have been developed. C^^g^can be expressed as

where

C C
^oxe ^cen

oxeff
^oxe + Q

C_ =
'a:DC

(7.3.1)
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Vgs

Vgse -¥ Poly depl.
Cox

0s

I Cacc Cdep Cinv 1

6 B

Figure 7-2. Charge-thickness capacitance concept in CTM. Vg^e accounts for the poly
depletion effect.

(0 ^DC accumulation and depletion

The DC charge thickness in the accumulation and depletion regions can be

expressed by

^DC ~2^debye ®Xp ACDE

(7.3.2)

ndepV v-v,.^-v,gjc hseff ^ FBeff

TOXE
16

2X10

where L^ebye is Debye length, and Xqc is in the unit ofcm and (Vg^e - Vbseff' ^FBe^
/ TOXE is inunits of MV/cm. For numerical statbility, (7.3.2) is replaced by (7.3.3)

(7.3.3)

^DC-^am. ~(^0 +V-^O + )
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Charge-Thickness Capacitance Model (CTM)

where

and X„^= 3; s, = IQ-^TOXE.

(ii) Xdc of inversion charge

The inversion charge layer thichness can be formulated as

(7.3.4)

l.gxlO^'cm
A nn

^v,„^+4(vrao-VFB-<i>,K'
1+

2T0XP

Through the VFB term, equation (7.3.4) is found to be applicable to N"^ or P"^ poly-

Si gates and even other future gate materials.

(iii) Body charge thichness in inversion

In inversion region, the body charge thickness effect is modeled by including the

deviation of the surface potential (bias-dependence) from 2<i>g [2]

ipj=<l>.-2<l>g=v,to

(7.3.5)

^gst^V '(^gsteffCV +2Ji:,„V20~^
B

MOIN-Kjv,

The channel charge density is therefore derived as

(7.3.6)

^inv ~~^oxeff ' ^gaeff.CV ~^5 )
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7.4 Intrinsic Capacitance Model Equations

7.4.1 capMod = 0

Accumulation region

Q> = -VFBCV)

Qsub "Qg

Qin.=0

Subthreshold region

e—_W T C
subO active^aetive^o

K.\ox
-1+J1+

QtubO

a..=o

Strong inversion reginn

dsat.cv

^bulk

/ / \CLE\

^bulk ^bulk

-VFBCV-vj
K.lox

V,g =VFBCV +4., +K,„^<S>,-Vg^
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Intrinsic Capacitance Model Equations

Linear region

n =r W J
5&e ^oxe^' active^a

\

T/ A 'T/

V -VFBCV -J^+vroK^v M/j ^ T ^ 4 'v ^

12 T/ ^ *'bulk ^ds
"gs ^th 2

n =r w T
V&b ^oxe'' active^activ VFBCV-V,^-^,+

A 'V ^^ T/ ^bulk "ds
^gs *th «

50/50 partitioning:

Q = _f w /
^inV *-• oxe'' active^activ

y -y _
^ gs ^th

^budk ^ds

Qs=Qd=0-5Q,„

40/60 partitioning:

12

12

A '^V ^^bulk *ds
'T/ ^

V —V*gs "th n

JJ

Qd = -C W J
^oxe'' active^active

V -Vi, A 'V A 'V I {A^ui^V^.?^gs ^th A\bulk ^ds I ^tdk ^dsV^^ 8 ^40

2 2 n{v„-v„-^J

Q, =~fe. +Qb+Qd)

7-14

0/100 partitioning:

n = -r W J
^d ^ oxe'' active^active

,2 >^gs ^th ^ {^bulk ^ds)
2 4 24

Qs --{Qg -^Qb-^Qd)
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Intrinsic Capacitance Model Equations

Saturation region

O =C W T
oxe'' active '-'activ

^ v, ^V^,-VFBCV-^,
3

G——r' w j
b ^oxe'' active'^activ VFBCV + 0,-7,;,+ ^

50/50 partitioning:

Qs Qd f^^oxe^active^active^gs )

40/60 partitioning:

Qd -^^^oxe^active^active^gs )

Qs=-iQg+Qb +Qd)

0/100 partitioning:

a=o

Qs =-{Qg+Qb)

7.4.2 capMod = 1

Qg =-{Qinv +Qacc +QsubO +^Qsub )

Qb ~~('!2acc QsubO +^Qsub )

Qinv =Qs'^Qd
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Qacc ^^active^active^oxe ^FBeff ^Jbzb}

QsubO ^^active^active^o
lox _^ LI ^FBeff ^gsteff ^bse^

V kJ

V.dsat.cv

V ^_ ^ gsteffcv

^bulk

O =-W T C
^inv '' active'-'active ^ oxe ^gsteff ,cv 2^bulk ^cveff

12.

^bulk ^cveff

A 'V^bidk "cveff/
gsteff,cv

^Qsub active^active^0 ^ulk\T ^bulk\ ^bulk
^cvejf

2

cveff

12 y.gsteff ,cv
^bulk ^cveff /

50/50 charge partitioning:

^bulk ^cveffW 1 C
/~\ active^active^oxe

~ ViD ~ Z ^gsteff ,cv r\ ^bulk ^cveff ^
12.

A 'y_^bulk ^cveff/
gsteff ,cv

J-i
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40/60 charge partitioning:

Qs=-
w T r
'' active'-'active^oxe

^ ^T/ ^A '"gsteff.cv 2 ^bulk ^cveff

yr _^bulk ^cveff/
"giteff,cv

J

2̂gsteff ,cv ^cveff i/^bulk ^cveff

Qi)=-
w / r
'' active '-'active^oxe

A 'V /Vy __ ^bulk "cveff /
gste/f,cv /2

^gaeff ,cv 2̂ gsteff ,cv ^bulk ^cveff

^gsteff,cvii,^>tdk ^cveff ^ ^cveff

0/100 charge partitioning:

w T r
active'-'active^oxe ^bidk cveff

05=- ^gsteff,cv 2 ^cveff
12- y ^ulk ^cveff /

^gsteff,cv /2

w J r
'' active^aciive^oxe

D ~ I

7.4.3 capMod = 2

gsteff ,cv —̂liu/irr% -^bulk 'cveff ' f

^ 4.

V

V

n =w 7 r 'V
V^acc " active'-'active^oxeff ' gbacc

v,^.=j-k+^jVo+omv^]
Vo=V^+V,^-V^,-0.02
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V ^ = V^' cveff d̂sat ^

V,=V^.-V„-Q.02

^gaeff,cv
^dsat

^ulk

(595=<D,-2<Dg=v,ln ^gste/fCV '(ygstefjfCV
MOIN'KJv,

n =-w 7 r^subO '' active'-'active^oxeff
K \ox -1+11+

gse ^FBeff ^bseffs ^gsteff .cv)
a:,\ox

y -(p -—A 'V + ^cveff"gaeff ,cv Vs 2 ^>tdk "cveff ' /n =-w 7 ryc^inv '' active^active^ oxeff
A 'V

12- V -O) - c^€/^gsteff.cv Y8 /y

^Qsub ^^active^aciive^i
^ ^bulk T/

« ^cveff /

12

2

cveff(l ^btdk )'A?ulk
oxeff

50/50 partitioning:

W L C/-\ /-I active active^ oxeff
i2s ~ ~ Z ^gsieff,cv ^ ^bulk ^cveff /•

12-

y —m _^uik ^cveff /^gxteff,cv VS /2

i2t72
A V^bulk ^cveff

y -fflc -^giteff,cv YS J
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40/60 partitioning:

Qs ~
W J Cactive^active^oxeff

^gstefffiv n^g!!teff,cv \ulk cveff

Qd ~

^gsteff,cv
A 'V_ "bulk " cvejf

w 7 ractive^active^oxeff

,n2

y -m ^cveff/gcteff,cv tS /2
J

0/100 partitioning:

2̂ gsteff,cv ^cveff {.^bulk ^cveff ^

^gsteff,cv ^sj ^^gsteff,cv \ulk ^cveff
^gsteff.cv ~ )(^i>u/fc ^cveff ^~T{\ulk ^cveff J

W T rG__ active active oxeff
S ~ T ^gsteff,cv 2 ^cveff

12

^btdk ^cveff

A 'Vy -m -^bulk ^cveff/
gsteff.cv 'r5 /o

w J r'' active'-'active^oxeff
\dD 7 ^gaeff.cv Vs 2^bulk ^cveff ^

A *^y^^bulk ^cveff

/-J

A 'Vy -(0 -^butk ^dveff/
g^eff ,cv ^5 /9

7.5 Fringing/Overlap Capacitance Models

7.5.1 Fringing capacitance model

The fringing capacitance consists of a bias-independent outer fringing

capacitance and a bias-dependent innerfringing capacitance. Only thebias-

independent outerfringing capacitance {CF) is modeled. If CF is not given,

it is calculated by
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_ 2 •EPSROX' Eq , 4.0e—1 4.0g - 7A
4 toxe)n

(7.5.1)

7.5.2 Overlap capacitance model

An accurate overlap capacitance model is essential. This is especially true

for the drain side where the effect of the capacitance is amplified by the

transistor gain. In old capacitance models this capacitance is assumed to be

bias independent. However, experimental data show that the overlap

capacitance changes with gate to source and gate to drain biases. In a single

drain structure or the heavily doped S/D to gate overlap region in a LDD

structure the bias dependence is the result of depleting the surface of the

source and drain regions. Since the modulation is expected to be very

small, we can model this region with a constant capacitance. However in

LDD MOSFETs a substantial portion of the LDD region can be depleted,

botli in the vertical and lateral directions. This can lead to a large reduction

of the overlap capacitance. This LDD region can be in accumulation or

depletion. We use a single equation for both regions by using such

smoothing parameters as overlap ^nd overlap source and drain

side, respectively. Unlike the case with the intrinsic capacitance, the

overlap capacitances are reciprocal. In other words, Cg, overlap = C.g^overiap

^gd,overlap ^dg,overlap'

If capMod is non-zero, BSIM4 uses the bias-dependent overlap

capacitance model; otherwise, a simple bias-independent model will be

used.
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Bias-dependent overlap capacitance model

(i) Source side

= CGSO-V^, +CGSl
"active

V -Vgs,overlap

CKAPPAS

(7.5.2)

-w

CKAPPAS
JJ

a-53)

+5,-V(v,.+5.]P+45A 5, =0.021^

(ii) Drain side

(7.5.4)

a = CGDOV^ +CGDL V .-Vgd gd.overlap
CKAPPAD ^ I 4y' gd,overlap

V CKAPPAD
JJ

(7.5.5)

- V(l',.,+5i)'+45.\ 5, =0.02V

(iii) Gate Overlap Charge

(7.5.6)

Qoverlap,g ^^overlapjd Qoverlap,s ipGBO 'Lactive )' ^gb}

where CGBO is a model parameter, which represents the gate-to-body

overlap capacitance per unit channel length.
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Bias-independent overlap capacitance model

If capMod = 0, a bias-independent overlap capacitance model will be used.

In this case, model parameters CGSL, CGDL, CKAPPAS and CKAPPD all

have no effect.

The gate-to-source overlap charge is expressed by

Qoverlcp.s = ^active ' CGSO

The gate-to-drain overlap charge is calculated by

Qoveriap,d ~ ^active ' CGDO '

The gate-to-substrate overlap charge is computed by

Qoverlap,b ^active ' CGBO '

Default CGSO and CGDO

If CGSO and CGDO (the overlap capacitances between the gate and the

heavily doped source/drain regions, respectively) are not given, they will

be calculated. Appendix A gives the information on how CGSO, CGDO

and CGBO are calculated.
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Chapter 8: High-Speed/RF Models

As circuit speed and operating frequency rise, the need for accurate prediction ofcircuit

performance near cut-off frequency or under very rapid transient operation becomes

critical. BSIM4.0.0 provides a set of accurate and efficient high-speed/RF (radio

frequency) models which consist ofthree modules: charge-deficit non-quasi-static (NQS)
model, intrinsic-input resistance (IIR) model (bias-dependent gate resistance model), and

substrate resistance network model. The charge-deficit NQS model comes from

BSIM3v3.2 NQS model [11] butmany improvements are added in BSIM4. The DDR model

considers the effect of channel-reflected gate resistance and therefore accounts for the

first-order NQS effect [12]. Thus, the charge-deficit NQS model and the IIR model should

not be turned on simultaneously. These two models both work with multi-fmger

configuration. The substrate resistance model does not include any geometry dependence.

8.1 Charge-Deficit Non-Quasi-Static (NQS)
Model

BSIM4 uses two separate model selectors to turn on oroff the charge-deficit NQS

model in transient simulation (using trnqsMod) and AC simulation (using

acnqsMod). The AC NQS model does not require the intemal NQS charge node

that isneeded for the transient NQS model. The transient and AC NQS models are

developed from the same fundamental physics: the channel/gate charge response

to the external signal are relaxation-time (t) dependent and the transcapacitances
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8-2

and transconductances (such as G^) for AC analysis can therefore be expressed as

functions ofjon.

MOSFET channel region is analogous to a bias-dependent RC distributed

transmission line (Figure 8-1a). In the Quasi-Static (QS) approach, the gate

capacitor node is lumped with the extemal source and drain nodes (Figure 8-lb).

This ignores the finite time for the channel charge to build-up. One way to capture

the NQS effect is to represent the channel with n transistors in series (Figure 8-lc),

but it comes at the expense of simulation time. The BSIM4 charge-deficit NQS

model uses Elmore equivalent circuit to model channel charge build-up, as

illustrated in Figure 8-Id..

Equivalent RC Network

Substrate

Conventional
Quasi-Static Model

1
Cgg,, ,

I
(a)

Equivalent Circuit
New Elmore

Equivalent Model

1 X JL
o-Tt-TLJt.

1
(C)

ill
-TLJX-TI-0

i.

Figure 8-1. Quasi-Static and Non-Quasi-Static models for SPICE analysis.
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8.1.1 The Transient Model

The transient charge-deficit NQS model can be tumed on by setting

trnqsMod = 1 and off by setting tmqsMod = 0.

Figure 8-2 shows the RC sub-circuit of charge deficit NQS model for

transient simulation [13]. An intemal node, 2^^//), is created to keep track

of the amount of deficit/surplus channel charge necessary to reach

equilibiiiun. The resistanceR is determinedfrom the RC time constant (t).

The current source icheqiO represents the equilibrium chaimel charging

effect. The capacitor C is to be the value of Cjad (with a typical value of

1X10'' Farad [11]) to improve simulation accuracy. Qj^^nov/ becomes

(8.1.1)

Qdef (0~^def ^^fact

Qdef

V.def R

Figure 8-2. Charge deficit NQS sub-circuit for transient analysis.
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Considering both the transport and charging component, the total current

related to the terminals D, G and S can be written as

h.G,S(0~^D,G^

(8.1.2)

dt

Based on the relaxation time approach, the terminal charge and

corresponding charging current are modeled by

(8.1.3)

(0~^c/teq(0 ~Qch (0

and

(8.1.4a)

^Qdef (0 _^Qcheqi^) Qdef )
dt dt T

(8.1.4b)

^ ^ ^ Q.'A')

where D,G,Sj^p„rf are charge deficit NQS channel charge partitioning

number for terminals D, G and S, respectively; ^xpan = 1 ^xpan

= -1.

The transit time t is equal to the product of Rn and WgfjLg^oxg, where Rn

is the intrinsic-input resistance [12] given by
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1 Z* -L ^g/T ^oxeff^B^
— =XRCRG\
Rr. ^dseff QJ-'eff

(8.1.5)

f r T¥7 ✓-» I- <Tr>

+ XRCRG2-

where the effective gate dielectric capacitance calculated from the

DC model. Note that Rn in (8.1.5) considers both the drift and diffusion

componets of the channel conduction, each of which dominates in

inversion and subthreshold regions, respectively.

8.1.2 The AC Model

Similarly, the small-signal AC charge-deficitNQS model can be turned on

by settingacnqsMod = 1 and off by settingacnqsMod = 0.

For small signals, by substituting (8.1.3) into (8.1.4b), it is easy to show

that in the frequency domain, Qch(t) can be transformed into

(8.1.6)

1+ JCOT

where co is the angular frequency. Based on (8.1.6), it can be shown that the

transcapacitances Cgi, C^,-, and C^i (z stands for any of the G, D, S and B

terminals of the device) and the channel transconductances G^, G^, and

Gfnbs become complex quantities. For example, now G^^, have the form

of
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and

^ _ ^mO I .
" l+toV •'

^dg -
'dgO

2^2
1 + 0) r

+ J

'mO 'COT

l+co^r^
\ y

Cdgo'co^
l + a)V

(8.1.7)

(8.1.8)

Those quantities with sub "0" in the above two equations are known from

OP (operating point) analysis.

8.2 Gate Electrode Electrode and Intrinsic-

Input Resistance (IIR) Model

8.2.1 General Description

BSIM4 provides four options for modeling gate electrode resistance (bias-

independent) and intrinsic-input resistance (IIR, bias-dependent). The IIR

model considers the relaxation-time effect due to the distributive RC nature

of the channel region, and therefore describes the first-order non-quasi-

static effect. Thus, the IIR model should not be used together with the

charge-deficit NQS model at the same time. The model selector rgateMod

is used to choose different options.
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8.2.2 Model Option and Schematic

rsateMod - 0 (zero-resistanceV

?

In fliis case, no gate resistance is generated.

rsateMod- 1 ^constant-resistance'):

Rgeltd

In this case, only the electode gate resistance (bias-independent) is gener
atedby adding an internal gate node. Rgeltd is give by

(8.1.9)

Rgeltd= ) i-NGCON I
NGC0N-{L,^-XGL)-NF

Refer to CHiapter 7 for the layoutparameters in the above equation.

rsateMod —2 (IIR model with variable resistfluoft'^-

Rgeltd+Rii

O
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In this case, the gate resistance is the sum of the electrode gate resistance
(8.1.9) and the intrinsic-input resistance as given by (8.1.5). An inter
nal gate node will be generated. trnqsMod = 0 (default) and acnqsMod =
0 (default) should be selected for this case.

reateMod = 3 (IIR model with two nodes):

Cgso Cgdo

In this case, the gate electrode resistance given by (8.1.9) is in series with
the intrinsic-input resistance as given by (8.1.5) through two internal
gate nodes, so that the overlap capacitance current will not pass through
the intrinsic-input resistance. trnqsMod = 0 (default) and acnqsMod = 0
(default) should be selected for this case.

8.3 Substrate Resistance Network

8.3.1 General Description

For CMOS RF circuit simulation, it is essential to consider the high

frequency coupling through the substrate. BSIM4 offers a flexible built-in

substrate resistance network. This network is constructed such that little

simulation efficiency penalty will result. Note that the substrate resistance

parameters as listed in Appendix A should be extracted for the total device,

not on a per-finger basis.
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8.3.2 Model Selector and Topology

The model selector rbodyMod can be used to turn on or tum off the

resistance network.

rhodvMod - 0 (Off):

No substrate resistance network is generated at all.

rbodvMod = 1 TOnh

All five resistances in the substrate network as shown schematically
below are present simultaneously.

A minimum conductance, GBMlNy is introduced in parallel with each

resistance and therefore to prevent infinite resistance values, which would

otherwise cause poor convergence. In Figure 8-3, GBMIN is merged into

each resistance to simplify the representation of the model topology. Note

that the intrinsic model substrate reference point in this case is the intemal

body node bNodePrime, into which the impact ionization current and

the GIDL current Iqidl flow.
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1

sbNode dbNode

bNodePrime

RBFB

RBSB RBDB

bNode

Figure 8-3. Topology with the substrate resistance network turned on.
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Chapter 9: Noise Modeling

The following noise sources in MOSFETs are modeled in BSIM4 for SPICE noise

ananlysis: flicker noise (also known as 1/fnoise), channel thermal noise and induced gate

noise and their correlation, thermal noise due to physical resistances such as the source/

drain, gate electrode, and substrate resistances, and shot noise due to the gate dielectric

tunneling current. A complete list of the noise model parameters and explanations are

given in Appendix A.

9.1 Flicker Noise Models

9.1.1 General Description

BSIM4 provides two flicker noise models. When the model selector

fnoiMod is set to 0, a simple flicker noise model which is convenient for

hand calculations is invoked. A unifiedphysical flickernoise model,which

is the default model, will be used iffnoiMod = 1. These two modes come

from BSIM3v3, but the unified model has many improvements. For

instance, it is now smooth over all bias regions and considers the bulk

charge effect.

9.1.2 Equations

* fnoiMod = 0 (simple model)
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The noise density is

SM)=
AF

KFIds

7 ^
^oxe^eff J

where/is device operating frequency.

(9.1.1)

* fnoiMod = 1 (uniHed model)

The physicalmechanismfor the flicker noise is trapping/detrapping-related

charge fluctuation in oxide traps, which results in fluctuations of both

mobile carrier numbers and mobilities in the channel. The unified flicker

noise model captures this physical process.

In the inversion region, the noise density is expressed as [14]

(9.1.2)

^id.iny(f) ~ WOMloj;
N.+fT

\ '

+noib(n,-n,)+^^^n,^-n')
, IcaTlJ^ NOIA-NOIBN, +NOIGNf

where /^gj^is the effective mobility at the given bias condition, and L^j^and

^eff effective channel length andwidth, respectively. Theparameter
Nq is the charge density at the source side given by
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(9.1.3)

-^0 ^oxe '"^gsteff jQ

The parameter Ni is the charge density at the drain end given by

N^=C^e'V,

N is given by

^ A V ^2 ^bulk dseff

\

l '̂̂ ksT-{C^ +C,-i-CITy

(9.1.4)

(9.1.5)

where CIT is a model parameter from DC IV and Q is the depletion

capacitance.

is the chaimel length reduction due to channel length modulation and

given by

AL^ =Litl-log

2VSAT

( Vj -V ^

Litl

(9.1.6)

In the subthreshold region, the noise density is written as
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NOIA-kJ-lJ
^id,subVt )

W^L,„rN -10'

The total flicker noise density is

^ _ '̂ui,inv (•/* ^id,subvt )

(9.1.7)

(9.1.8)

9.2 Channel Thermal Noise

There are two channel thermal noise models in BSIM4. One is a charge-

based model (default model) similar to that used in BSIM3v3.2. The other

is the holistic model. These two models can be selected through the model

selector tnoiMod.

• tnoiMod - 0 (charge based)

The noise current is given by

(9.2.1)

.2 ^ —AksTAf

where R^(V) is the bias-dependent LDD source/drain resistance, and the

parameter NTNOI is introduced for more accurate fitting of short-channel

devices. is modeled by
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o-

O. =W L C . NF^mv '' aclive^aciive oxeff ^

(9.2.2)

A V 4 V ^^btdk dseff , ^bulk dseff

Figure 9-la shows the noise source connection for tnoiMod = 0.

1
'd

e
(a) tnoiMod = 0

^ -i

Source side

(b) tnoiMod = 1

Figure 9-1. Schematic for BSEVI4 channel thermal noise modeling.

• tnoiMod = 1 (holistic)

In this thermal noise model, all the short-channel effects and velocity

saturation effect incorporated in the IV model are automatically included,

hency the name "holistic thermal noise model". In addition, the

amplification of the channel thermalnoise through and Gmbs as well as

the induced-gate noise with partial correlation to the channel thermal noise

are all captured in the new "noise partition" model. Figure 9-lb shows

schematically thatpart of thechannel thermal noise sourceis partitioned to

the source side.

The noise voltage source partitioned to the source side is given by
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(9.2.3)

y,.eff¥V ^ = 4k T '9 ^ .—^2^
' ds

and the noise current source put in the channel region with gate and body

amplication is given by

where

and

(9.2.4)

C =4k,T [G,, +A„„, •(G„ + )r
IÂds

-v/-(G„ +G,,+G^J

e, . =0.37-
tnoi '

A«o.= 0.577

l + TNOIB'L.
'eff

l + TTVOM-L

r
V «gsteff

y^sat^eff ^

^ Y ^gsteff

y^sat^eff ^

(9.2.5)

(9.2.6)
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9.3 Other Noise Sources Modeled

BSIM4 also models the thermal noise due to the substrate, electrode gate, and

source/drain resistances. Shot noise due to various gate tunneling components as

shown in Figure 3-1 is modeled as well.
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Chapter 10; Asymmetric MOS Junction
Diode Models

10.1 Junction Diode IV Model

In BSIM4, there are three junction diode IV models. When the IV model selector

dioMod is set to 0 ("resistance-free"), the diode IV is modeled as resistance-free

with or without breakdown depending on the parameter values of XJBVS or

XJBVD. When dioMod is set to 1 ("breakdown-free"), the diode is modeled

exactly the same way as in BSIM3v3.2 with current-limiting feature in the

forward-bias region through the limiting current parameters IJTHSFWD or

IJTHDFWD\ diode breakdown is not modeled for dioMod = 1 and XJBVS,

XJBVD, BVS, and BVD parameters all have no effect. When dioMod is set to 2

("resistance-and-breakdown"), BSIM4 models the diode breakdown with current

limiting in both forward and reverse operations. In general, setting dioMod to 1

produces fast convergence.

10.1.1 Source/Body Junction Diode

In the following, the equations for the source-side diode are given. The

model parameters are shown in Appendix A.
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10-2

dioMod = 0 (resistance-free)

qv^
^bs ^sbs exp

NJS'krJNOM
-1 ft

(10.1.1)

+y -G
breakdown bs ^min

where is the total saturation current consisting of the components

through the gate-edge (Jsswgs) isolation-edge sidewalls {Jssws)

bottom junction

(10.1.2)

fbs ~ ^seff Jss ^seff ^ssws )"^ ^effcj ' ^sswgs )

where the calculation of the junction area and perimeter is discussed in

Chapter 11, and the temperature-dependent current density model is given

in Chapter 12. In is given by

/breakdown =^ + XJBVS-exp
q-iBVS +Vj

NJS-kgTNOM
V ® y

(10.1.3)

In the above equation, when XJBVS = 0, no breakdown will be modeled. If

XJBVS < 0.0, it is reset to 1.0.

• dioMod - 1 (breakdown-free)

No breakdown is modeled. The exponential IV term in (10.1.4) is

linearized at the limiting current IJTHSFWD in the forward-bias model

only.
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(10.1.4)

^sbs exp Q^bs
mS-KTMOM

-1

• dioMod = 2 (resistance-and-breakdown):

Diode breakdown is always modeled. The exponential term (10.1.5) is

linearized at both the limiting current IJTHSFWD in the forward-bias mode

and the limiting current IJTHSREV in the reverse-bias mode.

^bs ^sbs exp
qV,bs

NJS-ksTNOM
V ^ /

-1 ft

(10.1.5)

4-V 'Cbreakdown be ' ^min

For dioMod = 2, if XJBVS <= 0.0, it is reset to 1.0.

6.1.2 Drain/Body Junction Diode

The drain-side diode has the same system of equations as those for the

source-sidediode, but with a separate set of model parameters as explained

in detail in Appendix A.

dioMod = 0 (resistance-free)

qVbd
^bd fbd exp

V
NJD'krTNOM

-1 ft

(10.1.6)

+ 1/ 'Fbreakdown W ^min

where is the total saturation current consisting of the components

through the gate-edge (Jsswgd) isolation-edge sidewalls (Jsswd)

bottom junction (/y^),
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(10.1.7)

Ltd = KeffJsd (r)+ ^deff^sswd{T)+W^,-NF ' ^sswgd {T)

where the calculation of the junction area and perimeter is discussed in

Chapter 11, and the temperature-dependent currentdensity model is given

in Chapter 12. In (}0.\.6)Jbreakdown is given by

fbreakdown = ^+ XJBVD •eXp
g(BVZ) +V^)
NJDkgTNOM

(10.1.8)

In the above equation, when XJBVD= 0, no breakdown will be modeled. If

XJBVD < 0.0, it is reset to 1.0.

• dioMod = 1 (breakdown-free)

No breakdown is modeled. The exponential IV term in (10.1.9) is

linearized at the limiting current IJTHSFWD in the forward-bias model

only.

(10.1.9)

^bd ^sbd exp bd

NJD-krTNOM
-1

* dioMod = 2 (resistance-and-breakdown):

Diode breakdown is always modeled. The exponential term (10.1.10) is

linearized at both the limiting current IJTHSFWD in the forward-bias mode

and the Imuting current IJTHSREV in the reverse-bias mode.
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^bd ~ ^sbd exp bd

NJO-kJ-NOM
-1 ft

(10.1.10)

+ Vbreakdown bd ' ^min

For dioMod = 2, if XJBVD <= 0.0, it is reset to 1.0.
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10.2 Junction Diode CV Model

Source and drain junction capacitances consist of three components: the bottom

junction capacitance, sidewall junction capacitance along the isolation edge, and

sidewall jimction capacitance along the gate edge. An analogous set of equations

are used for both sides but each side has a separate set of model parameters.

10.2.1 Source/Body Junction Diode

The source-sidejunction capacitancecan be calculated by

(10.2.1)

Qf = ^seff^jbs ^ ^seffCjbssw '̂ ^effcj ' ' ^jbsswg

where is the unit-area bottom S/B junciton capacitance, is the

unit-length S/B junction sidewall capacitance along the isolation edge, and

Cjbsswg is the unit-length S/B junction sidewall capacitance along the gate

edge. The effective area andperimeters in (10.2.1) are given in Chapter 11.

Cj^ is calculated bv

ifVi„<0

(10.2.2)

r

=CJS{T)-
PBSij)

\ ^ ' J

otherwise
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c,^ =cys(r>

Cp..... is calculated bv

ifV,,<0

C,^=CJSWSiT)-

otherwise

l+MJS—
pbs{t)

2 bs

pbsws{t)

(10.2.3)

(10.2.4)

(10.2.5)

Cj^^=CJSWSiT} l + MJSWS
pbsws{t)

Cfu—p is calculated bv

ifV,,<0

=CJSWGSiT)-

otherwise

VI ^bs

(10.2.6)

S^-MJSWGS

pbswgs{t)
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10-8

=CJSWGS{T}
V

I—

(10.2.7)

s^MJSWGS

pbswgs{t)

10.2.2 Drain/Body Junction Diode

The drain-sidejunction capacitance can be calculated by

(10.2.8)

^bd ^deff^ jbd ^ jbdsw ' ^jbdswg

where is the unit-area bottom D/B junciton capacitance, is the

unit-lengthD/B junction sidewallcapacitancealong the isolation edge, and

^jbdswg is the unit-length D/B junction sidewall capacitance along the gate

edge. The effectivearea and perimeters in (10.2.8) are given in Chapter 11.

CiUA IS calculated bv

if V,,< 0

otherwise

r y. \-MJD
Cj^ =cjd(t)-

pbd{t)

C,« =CJD{T} l + MJD—
pbd{t)

(10.2.9)

(10.2.10)
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Qjbds'" 's calculated bv

ifVi,^<0

(10.2.11)

( T72 ^bd=aSWD{T)-
PBSWD(J')

otherwise

C.„„=C/SWD(7->

is calculated bv

ifVi,^<0

(10.2.12)

l + AfySM) ,
PBSWD^r)

=cy5WGD(r>
y2 ^bd

(10.2.13)

-.-MJSWGD

PBSWGD(J')

Otherwise

=cjswgd{t}

(10.2.14)

VL1+ iW/SlVGD " , •
pbswgd{t)
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Chapter 11: Layout-Dependent Parasitics
Model

BSIM4 provides a comprehensive and versatile geometry/layout-dependent parasites

model [15]. It supports modeling of series (such as isolated, shared, or merged source/

drain) and multi-finger device layout, or a combination of these two configurations. This

model have impact on every BSIM4 sub-models except the substrate resistance network

model. Note that the narrow-width effect in the per-ftnger device with multi-finger

configuration is accounted for by this model. A complete list of model parameters and

selectors can be found in Appendix A.

11.1 Geometry Definition

Figure 11-1 schematically shows the geometry definition for various source/drain

connections and source/drain/gate contacts. The layout parameters shown in this

figure will be used to calculate resistancesand source/drainperimeters and areas.
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Lirawn-XGL

A

I
A

A
y

DMCI of

Point contact, isolated

DMCG of
Wide contact, shared

DMDG

No contact, merged

DMCI of

Wide contact

Figure 11-1. Deflnition for layout parameters.
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11.2 Model Formulation and Options

11.2.1 Effective Junction Perimeter and Area

In the following, only the source-side case is illustrated. The same

approach is used for the drain side. The effective junction perimeter on the

source side is calculated by

If (PS is given)

if (perMod == 0)

P seff —PS
else

P,^ =PS-W^.-NF

Else

Pseff computed from NF, DWJ, geoMod, DMCG, DMCI, DMDG,

DMCGT, and MIN.

The effective junctionareaon the sourceside is calculated by

If (AS is given)

Asejf ~
Else

Aseff computed from NF, DWJ,geoMod, DMCG, DMCI, DMDG,
DMCGT,2isidMIN

In the above, P^^j^and A^gj^will be used to calculate junction diode IV and

CV. P^gj^does not include the gate-edge perimeter.
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11.2.2 Source/Drain Diffusion Resistance

The source diffusion resistance is calculated by

}S(^eoMod=0)

Source diffusion resistance is notgenaated.

Elseif (nuniber of source squares AKS is given)
R,^iff=-NRS'RSH

Else

/?^^jconputed from A^F, DWJ, geoMod, DMCGy DMCl, DMDG,
DMCGT^RSH^m^MN.

where the number of source squares NRS is an instance parameter.

Similarly, the draindiffusion resistance is calculated by

If (rgeoMod — 0)

Draindiffusionresistance Rddiff '̂ s not generated.
Else if (numberof sourcesquares NRDis given)

R^,^=NRD'RSH

Else

computed fromiVF, DWJ, geoMod, DMCG, DMCI, DMDG,

DMCGT, RSH, and MIN.

11.2.3 Gate Electrode Resistance

The gate electrode resistance with multi-finger configuration ismodeled by

(11.2.1)

RgeUd= RSHG.{xGW^^^I_
ngcon-{l,^-xgl)-nf
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11.2.4 Option for Source/Drain Connections

Table 11-1 lists theoptions for source/drain connections through themodel

s&X&cior geoMod.

eeoMod End source End drain Note
0 isolated isolated NF=Odd

1 isolated shared NF=Odd, Even
2 shared isolated NF=Odd, Even
3 shared shared NF=Odd, Even
4 isolated merged NF=Odd
5 shared merged NF=Odd, Even
6 merged isolated NF=Odd
7 merged shared NF=Odd, Even
8 merged merged NF=Odd

9 sha/iso shared NF=Even
10 shared sha/iso NF=Even

Table ll-l. geoMod options.
For multi-finger devices, all inside S/D diffusions are assumed shared.

11.2.5 Option for Source/Drain Contacts

Talbe 11-2 lists the options for source/drain contacts through the model

selector rgeoMod.
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Model Formulation and Options

rgeoMod End-source contact End-drain contact

0 No Rtdiff No Rddiff
1 wide wide

2 wide point
3 point wide

4 point point
5 wide merged
6 point merged
7 merged wide

8 merged point

Table 11-2. rgeoMod options.
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Chapter 12: Temperature Dependence
Model

Accurate modeling of the temperature effects on MOSFET characteristics is important to

predict circuit behavior over a range of operating temperatures (7). The operating

temperature might be different from the nominal temperature (JNOM) at which the

BSIM4 model parameters are extracted. This chapter presents the BSIM4 temperature

dependence models for threshold voltage, mobility, saturation velocity, source/drain

resistance, and junction diode IV and CV.

12.1 Temperature Dependence of Threshold
Voltage

The temperature dependence of is modeled by

v;.(r)=v„(riV0M)+
^ FCT} J ^

(12.1.1)

^ T ^
1

TNOM

12.2 Temperature Dependence of Mobility

The BSIM4 mobility model parameters have the following temperature

dependences
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Temperature Dependence of Saturation Velocity

and

(12.2.1)

UO{t)= UO{TNOM )• {TiTNOM

(12.2.2)

C/A(r) =UAfj'NOM)+ t/Al •(jjTNOM -1)

(12.2.3)

C/5(r)=UB(J'N0M)+ UBl• i^jTNOM -1)

(12.2.4)

i7C(r)={/c(77VOM)+t/ci-(r/rAroAf -i)

12.3 Temperature Dependence of Saturation
Velocity

The temperaturedependence of VSAT is modeled by

(12.3.1)

vsAr(r)=vsATiy^OM)- at-{tItnom -i)

12.4 Temperature Dependence of LDD
Resistance

• rdsMod = 0 (internal source/drain LDD resistance)
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Temperature Dependence of Junction Diode iV

(12.4.1)

RDSW{t)= RDSW{TN0M)+PRT'(T/TN0M-1)

(12.4.2)

RDSWMIN{t)= RDSWMIN{TN0M)+ PRT '(r/7W0M -1)

rdsMod = 1 (external source/drain LDD resistance)

(12.4.3)

iy(r)=RDW(j'NOM )+ PRT•(j'lTNOM -1)

(12.4.4)

RDWMIN (r)=RDWMIN(j'NOM )+ PRT •(j'lTNOM -1)

(12.4.5)

RSW (r)=RSW(JNOM )+ PRT •(jjTNOM -1)

and

(12.4.6)

RSWMIN (r)=RSWMIN (piOM )+ PRT•(j'lTNOM -1)

12.5 Temperature Dependence ofJunction Diode
IV

* Source-side diode

The source-side saturation current is given by
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Temperature Dependence of Junction Diode iV

12-4

(12.5.1)

^ibs ~\eff ŝs )•'" ^seff^ssws )+ ^effcj ' sswgs )

where

^£,(7W0M) £.(r) , f T

(12,5.2)

+ Xr/5-lii

/„(r)=^5'S'(W0M).exp v.ij'NOM) v,(r) TNOM

Jss^s (t)=jssws{tnom)•exjJ

and

•^w„(r)= /SSWGS(rArOM)-exp

NJS

(12.5.3)

E.jTNOM) £,(r)
v,{tnom) v,(r)

NJS

(12.5.4)

vXtnom) v,(r)
^75

where Eg is given inSection 12.7.

* Drain-side diode

The drain-side saturationcurrent is given by

TNOM

WOM
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Temperature Dependence of Junction Diode CV

(12.5.5)

(?•)+(r)+W', •NF • (r)

where

(12.5.6)

^E^tj'NOM) £.(r) , f' T

(r)=JSD(J-N0M )• exp
—'-^ + XTID-\n

v,(TNOM) v,(t) TNOM

(P)=JSSWD{TN0M )• exp

and

JSSWGDljNOM)-eTvp

NJD

(12.5.7)

''eJtnom) eAt)
' —^+ AT/D-ln

v,{TNOM) v,(r)
NJD

(12.5.8)

£,(riVOM) £,(r) J T
v,{TNOM) v,(t)

+ XTID-]ii

NJD

^ "N

TNOM

TNOM

12.6 Temperature Dependence ofJunction Diode
CV

Source-side diode
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Temperature Dependence of Junction Diode CV

and

The temperature dependences of zero-bias unit-length/area junction

capacitances on the source side are modeled by

(12.6.1)

CJS{t)= CJS{TNOM )• [l+TCJ •(r - tnom )]

(12.6.2)

CJSWS{t)= CJSWS{TN0M)+TCJSW •{r-TNOM)

(12.6.3)

CJSWGS(r )=CJSWGS{tnom)• [I +TCJSWG •(r - TNOM )]

The temperature dependences of the built-in potentials on the source side are

modeled by

(12.6.4)

PBS(r)=PBS(JNOM)-TPB•(T - TNOM )

(12.6.5)

PBSWS(J')= PBSWS(niOM)-TPBSW -(J"-TNOM)

and

(12.6.6)

PBSWGS{T)= PBSWGS{TNOM )- TPBSWG •{T - TNOM)

Drain-side diode
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Temperature Dependence of Junction Diode CV

and

The temperature dependences of zero-bias unit-length/area junction

capacitances on the drain side are modeledby

(12.6.7)

CJD(J')=CJD{mOM )• [l +TCJ •(T -TNOM )]

(12.6.8)

CJSWD(T)=CJSWD{TNOM )+ TCJSW •{T - TNOM )

(12.6.9)

CJSWOD{t)= CJSWGD{rNOM )• [l +TCJSWG •{T-TNOM )]

The temperature dependences of the built-in potentials on the drain side are

modeled by

(12.6.10)

PBD{t)=PBD{TN0M)-TPB•{T - TNOM )

(12.6.11)

PBSWD(r)= PBSWD{TN0M )-TPBSW •(r - TNOM)

and

(12.6.12)

PBSWGD{t)= PBSWGD{TN0M )- TPBSWG •{T - TNOM)
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Temperature Dependences of Eg and ni

12.7 Temperature Dependences of £„ and n,-

• Energy-band gapofSi (E^)
The temperature dependence ofEg is modeled by

E (pfOM)=\.\6-

and

£,(r)=i.i6-

(12.7.1)

7.02xl0^rAfOM^

77VOM + 1108

(12.7.2)

7.02xl0-^r^

7 + 1108

* Intrinsic carrier concentration of Si (»/)

The temperature dependenceof /i, is modeled by

. TNOM \TNOM
= 1.45d0-— J exp

300.15 V300.15 ^

(12.7.3)

2,.556598,
2-kS
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Chapter 13: Parameter Extraction
Methodology

Parameter extraction is an important part of model development. The extraction

methodologydepends on the model and on the way the model is used. A combination of a

local optimization and the group device extraction strategy is adopted for parameter

extraction.

13.1 Optimization strategy

There are two main, different optimization strategies: global optimization and

local optmuzation. Global optimization relies on the explicit use of a computer to

find one set of model parameters which will best fit the available experimental

(measured) data. Thismethodology may give theminimum average errorbetween

measured and simulated (calculated) data points, but it also treats each parameter

as a "fitting" parameter. Physical parameters extracted in such a manner might

yield values that are not consistentwith their physical intent.

In local optimization, many parameters are extracted independently of one

another. Parameters areextracted from device biasconditions which correspond to

dominant physical mechanisms. Parameters which are extracted in this manner

might not fit experimental data in all the bias conditions. Nonetheless, these

extraction methodologies are developed specifically with respect to a given

parameter's physical meaning. If properly executed, it should, overall, predict
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Extraction Strategy

device performance quite well. Values extracted in this manner will now have

some physical relevance.

13.2 Extraction Strategy

Two different strategies are available for extracting parameters: single device

extraction strategy and group device extraction strategy. In single device

extraction strategy, experimental data from a single device is used to extract a

complete set of model parameters. This strategy will fit one device very well but

will not fit other devices with different geometries. Furthermore, single device

extraction strategy cannot guarantee that the extracted parameters are physical. If

only one set of channel length and width is used, parameters related to channel

length and channel width dependencies can not be determined.

It is suggested that BSIM4 use group device extraction strategy. This requires

measured data from devices with different geometries. AU devices are measured

under the same bias conditions. The resulting fit might not be absolutely perfect

for any single device but will be better for the group of devices under

consideration. In the following, a general extraction methodology is proposed for

basic BSIM4 model parameters. Thus, it will not cover other model parameters,

such as those of the gate tunnelingcurrent model and RF models, etc.
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Extraction Procedure

13.3 Extraction Procedure

13.3.1 Extraction Requirements

One large size device and two sets of smaller-sized devices are needed to

extract parameters, as shown in Figure 13-1.

W .
mm

W Large W and L

Orthogonal Set of W and L

/

Figure 13-1. Device geometries used for parameter extraction

The large-sized device (W > 10pm, L > 10pm) is used to extract

parameters which are independent of short/narrow channel effects and

parasitic resistance. Specifically, these are: mobility, the large-sized device
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Extraction Procedure

threshold voltage VT/ZO, and the body effect coefficients K\ and K2 which

depend on the vertical doping concentration distribution. The set of devices

with a fixed large channel width but different channel lengths are used to

extract parameters which are related to the short channel effects. Similarly,

the set of devices with a fixed, long channel length but different channel

widths are used to extract parameters which are related to narrow width

effects. Regardless of device geometry, each device will have to be

measured under four, distinct bias conditions.

(1) Idsvs. @ Vds- 0.05V with different Vh^-

(2) Ids vs. Vds @Viys = OV with different Ygg.

(3) Ids vs. Vgs @ with different V^s-

(4) Ids vs. Vds @^bs ~ ^bb with different Vgs- (\Vbb\ is the maximum body
bias).

13.3.2Optimization

The optimization process recommended is a combination of Newton-

Raphson's iteration and linear-squares fit of either one, two, or three

variables. A flow chart of this optimization process is shown in Figure 13-

2. The model equation is first arranged in a form suitable for Newton-

Raphson's iteration as shown in (13.3.1):

(13.3.1)

+^4/f

The variable^i„j() is the objective function to be optimized. The variable

fexpO stands for the experimental data. Pio> -^20, ^nd F30 represent the
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Extraction Procedure

desired extracted parameter values. and represent

parameter values after the mth iteration.

Measured Data

Initial Guess of

Parameters P :

\ /

Model Equations

\ /

Linear Least Squsre

Fit Routine

\

1

/

p(m+1)_ p
1

AP,

(cn)

yes

STOP

Figure 13-2. Optimization flow.

To change (13.3.1) into a form that a linear least-squares fit routine can be

used (i.e. in a form of >> = a + + cxi), both sides of (13.3.1) are divided
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Extraction Procedure

13-6

by / dP^. This gives the change in , for the next iteration

such that:

p(m+l) _ pint) _j_ ^im)
(13.3.2)

where i=l, 2,3 for this example. The (m+1) parameter values for P2 and P3

are obtained in an identical fashion. This process is repeated until the

incremental parameter change in parameter values are smaller than

a pre-determined value. At this point, the parameters P^, Pj, and P3 have

been extracted.

13.3.3Extraction Routine

Before any model parameters can be extracted, some process parameters

have to be provided. They are listed below in Table 13-1:

Input Parameters Names Physical Meaning

TOXE, TOXP, DTOX, or
EPSROX

Gate oxide thickness and dielectric con

stant

NDEP Doping concentration in the channel

TNOM Temperature at which the data is taken

i-'drawn Mask level channel length

^drawn Mask level channel width

XJ Junction depth

Table 13-1. Prerequisite input parameters prior to extraction process.
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Extraction Procedure

Theparameters areextracted in thefollowing procedure. These procedures

are based on a physical understanding of the model and based on local

optunization. (Note: Fitting Target Data refers to measurement data used

for model extraction.)

Step 1

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Device & Experimental Data

VTHO, Kl, K2

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Vi,^)

Large Size Device (Large W& L).

^ds vs. @ Kis = 0.05V at Different
Extracted Experimental Data

Step 2

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

UA, UB, UC, EU

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Strong Inver
sion region

Large Size Device (Large W& L).

Ids vs. Vgs @Vds = 0.05V at Different

Step 3

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data
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Extraction Procedure

LINT, /?^(RDSW, Vh,)

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Strong Inver
sion regionVh,)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

^ds vs. Vg5 @ = 0.05V at Different

Steo 4

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

WINT,i2^(RDSW, V^s)

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Strong Inver
sion regionVh,)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L
& Different W).

vs. Vgs @V^- 0.05V at Different

Vbs

Steo 5

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

RDSW, PRWG, PRWB, WR

Fitting Target Exp. Data: /?^(RDSW, W,

Vbs)

/?^(RDSW, Vk,)

Sten 6

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data
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Extraction Procedure

DVTO, DVTl, DVT2, LPEG, LPEB

Fitting TargetExp. Data: V;;,( V^,^, L, W)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

VthiVts, L, W)

Sten 7

ExtractedParameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

DVTOW, DVTIW, DVT2W

Fitting Target Exp. Data: L, W)
One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L &
Different W).

VthiVbs^UW)

Sten 8

Extracted Parameters& Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

KB, K3B, WO

Fitting Target Exp. Data: L, W)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L &
Different W).

ythiVb. u w)

Sten 9

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

MINV, VOFF, VOFFL, NFACTOR,
CDSC, CDSCB

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Subthreshold
region IjsiVgs,

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

Ids vs. Vg^ @Vds = 0.05V atDifferent
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Extraction Procedure

Step 10

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

CDSCD

Fitting Target Bxp. Data: Subthreshold
region V^,^)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

vs. @ at Different

Step 11

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

DWB

Fitting TargetExp. Data: Strong Inver
sion regionVi,,)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

vs. Vg^ @ = 0.05V at Different

Step 12

ExtractedParameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

VSAT, AO, AGS

Fitting Target Exp. Data; V^^yw
Al, A2 (PMOS Only)

Fitting Target Exp. Data

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

^ds vs. @ Vi,s = OV at Different
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Extraction Procedure

Step 13

Extracted Parameters& Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

B0,B1

Fitting TargetExp. Data:
One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L &
Different W).
Ijsvs. @V}ys = OV atDifferent Vg^

Step 14

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

DWG

Fitting Taiget Exp. Data: Isai(Vg„ V^yW
One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed L &
Different W).

Idsvs. @ Vhs = OV at Different

Step 15

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

PSCBEl, PSCBE2

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Rout(Vgs, V^)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

Ids vs. Vds @Vhs = OV atDifferent Vgs

Step 16

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data
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Extraction Procedure

PCLM, e(DROUT, PDIBLCl,
PDIBLC2, L), PVAG, FPROUT, DITS,

DITSL,DITSD

Fitting Target Exp. Data: RowCV

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

^ds vs. @ Vbs = OV at Different Vg^

SteD 17

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

DROUT, PDIBLCl, PDIBLC2

Fitting Target Exp. Data: 0(DROUT,
PDIBLCl, PDIBLC2, L)

One Set of Devices (Laige and Fixed W &
Different L).

0(DROUT, PDIBLCl, PDIBLC2, L)

Sten 18

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

PDIBLCB

Fitting Target Exp. Data: 0(DROUT,
PDIBLCl, PDIBLC2, L,

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

^ds vs. Vgs @fixed at Different

Sten 19

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data
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Extraction Procedure

0d/bl(ETAO, etab, dsub, dvtpo,

DVTP1,L)

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Subthreshold
region Vb,)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

Ids vs. Vgs @Vds=Vdd at Different Vbs

Sten 20

Extracted Parameters& Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

ETAG, ETAB, DSUB

Fitting Target Exp. Data: G/j/^^CETAG,

ETAB, L)

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

Ids vs. Vgs @Vds=Vdd atDifferent V^s

Sten 21

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data

KETA

Fitting Target Exp. Data: Vbs)/W

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W&
Different L).

^ds vs. Yds @Vbs = Vbb atDifferent Vgs

Sten 22

Extracted Parameters & Fitting Target
Data

Devices & Experimental Data
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Extraction Procedure

ALPHAO, ALPHAl, BETAO

Fitting Target Exp. Data: luiYgs, VhsYW

One Set of Devices (Large and Fixed W &
Different L).

Jds vs. Vds @ Vhs = Vhh at Different
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Appendix A: Complete Parameter List

A.l BSIM4.0.0 Model Selectors/Controllers

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

LEVEL

(SPICE3
parameter)

SPICES model selector 14 NA BS1M4

also set as

the default

model in

SPICES

VERSION Model version number 4.0.0 NA Berkeley
Latest offi

cial release

BINUNTT Binning unit selector 1 NA -

PARAMCHK Switch for parameter value check 1 NA Parame

ters

checked

MOBMOD Mobility model selector 0 NA -

RDSMOD Bias-dependent source/drain resis
tance model selector

0 NA

modeled

internally
through IV

equation

IGCMOD Gate-to-channel tunneling current
model selector

0 NA OFF

IGBMOD Gate-to-substrate ttmneling current
model selector

0 NA OFF

CAPMOD Capacitance model selector 2 NA -

RGATEMOD

(Also an
instance

parameter)

Gate resistance model selector 0

(no gate
resistance)
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BSEV14.0.0 Model Selectors/Controllers

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

RBODYMOD

(Also an
instance

parameter)

Substrate resistance network model

selector

0

( network
off)

NA

TRNQSMOD

(Also an
instance

parameter)

Transient NQS model selector 0 NA OFF

ACNQSMOD

(Also an

instance

parameter)

AC small-signal NQS model selector 0 NA OFF

FNOIMOD Flicker noise model selector 1 NA -

TNOIMOD Thermal noise model selector 0 NA -

DIOMOD Source/drain junction diode IV model
selector

1 NA -

PERMOD Whether PS/PD (when given)
includes the gate-edge perimeter

1 (including
the gate-

edge perime
ter)

NA

GEOMOD

(Also an

instance

parameter)

Geometry-dependent parasitics model
selector - specifying how the end S/D
diffusions are connected

0

(isolated)

NA

RGEOMOD

(Instance
parameter

only)

Source/drain diffusion resistance and

contact model selector - specifying the
end S/D contact type: point, wide or
merged, and how S/D parasitics resis
tance is computed

0 (no S/D

diffusion

resistance)

NA
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Process Parameters

A.2 Process Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable?

Note

EPSROX Gate dielectric constant relative to

vacuum

3.9 (SiOj) No Typically
greater

than or

equal to
3.9

TOXE Electrical gate equivalent oxide thick
ness

3.0e-9m No Fatal error

if not posi
tive

TOXP Physical gate equivalent oxide thick
ness

TOXE No Fatal error

if not posi
tive

TOXM Tox at which parameters are extracted TOXE No Fatal error

if not posi
tive

DTOX Defined as (TOXE-TOXP) 0.0m No -

XJ S/D junction depth 1.5e-7m Yes -

GAMMAl (yl
in equation)

Body-effect coefficient near the sur
face

calculated Vl/2 Note-1

GAMMA2 (y2
in equation)

Body-effect coefficient in the bulk calculated Vl/2 Note-1

NDEP Channel doping concentration at
depletion edge for zero body bias

1.7el7cm-3 Yes Note-2

NSUB Substrate doping conc^tration 6.0el6cm'^ Yes -

NGATE Poly Si gate doping concentration O.Ocm"^ Yes -

NSD Source/drain doping concentrationFa-
tal error if not positive

1.0e20cm"^ Yes -

VEX at which the depletion region
width equalsXT

calculated

(V)

No Note-3

XT Doping depth 1.55e-7m Yes -
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Process Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable?

Note

RSH Source/drain sheet resistance O.Oohn)/

square

No Should not

be negative

RSHG Gate electrode sheet resistance O.lohm/

square

No Shoule not

be negative
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Basic Model Parameters

A.3 Basic Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

VTHO or VTHO Long-channel threshold voltage at 0.7V

(NMOS)

-0.7V

(PMOS)

Yes Note-4

VFB Flat-band voltage -l.OV Yes Note-4

PHIN Non-uniform vertical doping effect on
surface potential

O.OV Yes -

K1 First-order body bias coefficient o.sv^/^ Yes Note-5

K2 Second-order body bias coefficient 0.0 Yes Note-5

K3 Narrow width coefficient 80.0 Yes -

K3B Body effect coefficient of K3 0.0 Yes -

WO Narrow width parameter 2.5e-6m Yes -

LPEO Lateralnon-uniformdopingparameter
atVbs=0

1.74e-7m Yes
-

LFEB Lateral non-uniform doping effect on
K1

0.0m Yes -

VBM Maximum applied body bias in VTHO
calculation

-3.0V Yes
-

DVTO First coefficient of short-channel

effect on
2.2 Yes

-

DVTl Second coefficient of short-channel

effecton V,;,
0.53 Yes -

DVT2 Body-bias coefficientofshort-channel
effect on Vth

-0.032V-^ Yes -

DVTPO First coefficient of drain-induced

shift due to for long-channelpocket
devices

0.0m Yes Not mod

eled if

binned

DVTPO

<=0.0

DVTPl Firstcoefficient of drain-induced V,/,
shift due to for long-channelpocket
devices

O.OV"^ Yes •
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Basic Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

DVTOW First coefUci^t of narrow width

effect on for small channel length
0.0 Yes -

DVTIW Second coefficient of narrow width

effect on for small channel length
5.3e6m"^ Yes -

DVT2W Body-bias coefficient ofnarrow width
effect for small channel length

-0.032V-^ Yes -

UO Low-field mobility 0.067

m2/(Vs)
(NMOS);

0.025

m^/(Vs)
PMOS

Yes

UA Coefficient of first-order mobility
degradation due to vertical field

1.0e-9nW

for

MOBMOD

=0 and 1;

l.Oe-lSmA^

for

MOBMOD

=2

Yes

UB Coefficientof secon-ordermobility
degradation due to vertical field

1.0e-19m2/
V2

Yes
-

UC Coefficient of mobility degradation
due to body-bias effect

-0.0465V-^
for MOB-

MOD=l;

-0.0465e-9

for

MOBMOD

=0 and 2

Yes

EU Exponent for mobility degradation of
MOBMOD=2

1.67

(NMOS);
1.0 (PMOS)

-

VSAT Saturation velocity 8.0e4m/s Yes -
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Basic Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

AO Coei¥icientof channel-l^gth depen-
drace of bulk charge effect

1.0 Yes -

AGS Coefficient of dependence of bulk

charge effect

1

o
b

<

Yes -

BO Bulk charge effect coefficient for
channel width

0.0m Yes -

B1 Bulk charge effect width offset 0.0m Yes -

KETA Body-bias coefficient of bulk charge
effect

-0.047V-^ Yes -

A1 First non-saturation effect parameter o.ov-^ Yes -

A2 Second non-saturation factor 1.0 Yes -

WINT Channel-width offset parameter 0.0m No -

LINT Channel-length offset parameter 0.0m No -

DWG Coefficient ofgate bias dependence of O.Om/V Yes -

DWB Coefficient of body bias dependence
of Wgjj-hias dependence

O.OmA^^^ Yes -

VOFF Offset voltage in subthresholdregion
for large W and L

-0.08V Yes -

VOFFL Channel-length dependence of VOFF O.OmV No _

MINV fitting parameter for moderate

inversion condition

0.0 Yes -

NFACTOR Subthreshold swing factor 1.0 Yes -

ETAO DIBL coefficient in subthreshold

region
0.08 Yes -

ETAB Body-bias coefficient for the sub-

threshold DIBL effect
-0.07V-^ Yes -

DSUB DIBL coefficient exponent in sub-
threshold region

DROUT Yes -

err Interface trap capacitance O.OF/m^ Yes -
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Basic Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

CDSC coupling capacitance between source/
drain and channel

2.4e-4F/m2 Yes -

CDSCB Body-bias sensitivity of Cdsc 0.0F/(Vm2) Yes
-

CDSCD Drain-bias sensitivity of CDSC 0.0(F/Vm2) Yes -

PCLM Channel length modulation parameter 1.3 Yes -

PDIBLCl Parameter for DIBL effect on Rout 0.39 Yes -

PDIBLC2 Parameter for DIBL effect on Rout 0.0086 Yes -

PDIBLCB Body bias coefficient of DIBL effect

on Rout

o.ov-^ Yes
-

DROUT Channel-length dependence of DIBL
effect on Rout

0.56 Yes -

PSCBEl First substratecurrent induced body-
effect parameter

4.24e8V/m Yes -

PSCBE2 Second substrate current induced

body-effect parameter
1.0e-5m/V Yes -

PVAG Gate-bias dependence of Early volt
age

0.0 Yes -

DELTA

(5 in equation)
Parameter for DC y^seff O.OIV Yes -

FPROUT Effectof pocket implanton Rout deg
radation

O.OV/mO-5 Yes Not mod

eled if

binned

FPROUT

not posi
tive

PDITS Impact of drain-induced shift on

Rout

o.ov-i Yes Not mod

eled if

binned

PDITS=0;

Fatal error

if binned

PDITS

negative
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Basic Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

PDITSL Channel-length dependence of drain-
induced Vffj shift for Rout

0.0m-^ No Fatal error

ifPDITSL

negative

PDITSD Vjj dependence of drain-induced

shift for Rout

o.ov-i Yes -
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Parameters for Asymmetric and Bias-Dependent Rds Model

A.4 Parameters for Asymmetric and Bias-
Dependent Model

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

RDSW Zero bias LDD resistance per unit
width for RDSMOD=0

200.0

ohm(iam)^
Yes Ifnegative,

reset to 0.0

RDSWMIN LDD resistance per unit width at high
Vgj andzero forRDSMOD=0

0.0

ohm(^Jim)^^
No -

RDW Zero bias lightly-doped drain resis
tance R/V) per unit width for RDS-
MOD=l

100.0

ohm(fxm)^
Yes -

RDWMIN Lightly-doped drainresistanceper
unit width at high V and zero for
RDSMOD=l

0.0

ohm(ixm)^
No -

RSW Zero bias lightly-doped source resis
tance Rj(V) per unit width for RDS-
MOD=l

100.0

ohm(iim)^
Yes -

RSWMIN Lightly-doped source resistanceper
unit width at high and zero for
RDSMOD=l

0.0

ohm(|Lim)^
No -

PRWG Gate-bias d^endence of LDD resis
tance

i.ov-i Yes -

PRWB Body-bias dependence of LDD resis
tance

o.ov°-^ Yes -

WR Channel-width dependence paramet^
of LDD resistance

1.0 Yes -

NRS (instance

parameter

only)

Numberof source diffusionsquares 1.0 No
-

NRD (instance
parameter

only)

Number of drain diffusion squares 1.0 No
-
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Impact lonization Current Model Parameters

A.5 Impact lonization Current Model
Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

ALPHAO First parameter of impact ionization
current

O.OAmA^ Yes -

ALPHAl Isub parameter for length scaling O.OAA^ Yes -

BETAO The second parameter of impact ion
ization current

30.0V Yes -

A.6 Gate-Induced Drain Leakage Model
Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

AGIDL Pre-exponential coefficient for GIDL O.Omho Yes /^.drO.Oif
binned

AGIDL

=0.0

BGIDL Exponential coefficient for GIDL 2.3e9V/m Yes if
binned

BGIDL

=0.0

CGIDL Paramter for body-bias effect on
GIDL

O.SV^ Yes -

DGIDL Fitting parameter for band bending for
GIDL

0.8V Yes -
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Gate Dielectric Tunneling Current Model Parameters

A.7 Gate Dielectric Itinneling Current Model
Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

AIGBACC Parameter for in accumulation 0.43

(Fs2/g)0-5m-^
Yes -

BIGBACC Parameter for7^^ inaccumulation 0.054

(Fs2/g)0-5

m-^-^

Yes

CIGBACC Parameter for in accumulation 0.075V-1 Yes -

NIGBACC Parameter for 7^^ inaccumulation 1.0 Yes Fatal error

if binned

value not

positive

AIGBINV Parameter for 7^^ ininversion 0.35

(Fs2/g)°-^m-^
Yes -

BIGBINV Parameter for 7^^, inversion 0.03

(Fs2/g)0-^
m-^V-l

Yes

CIGBINV Parameter for7^^ ininversion 0.006V-1 Yes -

EIGBINV Parameter for7^^ ininversion I.IV Yes -

NIGBINV Parameter for7^^ ininversion 3.0 Yes Fatal error

if binned

value not

positive

AIGC Parameter for 7^„ and 7^^^ 0.054

(NMOS) and

0.31

(PMOS)

(Fs^/g)°-^m*^

Yes
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Gate Dielectric Humeling Current Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

BIGC Parameter for ^gcd 0.054

(NMOS) and

0.024

(PMOS)

(Fs2/g)0-5

m-^V^

Yes

CIGC Parameter for and 0.075

(NMOS) and

0.03

(PMOS)

Yes

AIGSD Parameter for7^, and 7^^ 0.43

(NMOS) and

0.31

(PMOS)

(Fs2/g)0-5m-^

Yes

BIGSD Parameter for7^^ and 7^^ 0.054

(NMOS) and

0.024

(PMOS)

(Fs2/g)0-5

m-^V-l

Yes

CIGSD Parameter for7^^ and 7^^ 0.075

(NMOS) and

0.03

(PMOS) V-^

Yes

DLCIG Source/drain overlap length for 7^^
and7^j

LINT Yes -

NIGC Parameter for 7g„, 7^^^ ,7^, and 7^^ 1.0 Yes Fatal error

ifbinned

value not

positive

POXEDGE Factor for the gate oxide thickness in
source/drain overly regions

1.0 Yes Fatal error

if binned

value not

positive
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Gate Dielectric Tunneling Current Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

PIGCD Vjs dependence of and 1.0 Yes Fatal error

if binned

value not

positive

NTOX Exponent for the gate oxide ratio 1.0 Yes -

TOXREF Nominal gate oxide thickness for gate
dielectric tunneling current model
only

3.0e-9m No Fatal error

if not posi
tive
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Charge and Capacitance Model Parameters

A.8 Charge and Capacitance Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

XPART Charge partition parameter 0.0 No -

CGSO Non LDD region source-gate overlap
capacitance per unit channel width

calculated

(F/m)

No Note-6

CGDO Non LDD region drain-gate overlap
capacitance per unit channel width

calculated

(F/m)

No Note-6

CGBO Gate-bulk overlap capacitance per
unit channel length

0.0 F/m Note-6

CGSL Overlap capacitance between gate and
lightly-doped source region

O.OF/m Yes -

CGDL Overlap capacitance between gate and

lightly-doped source region
O.OF/m Yes -

CKAPPAS Coefficient of bias-dependent overlap
capacitance for the source side

0.6V Yes -

CKAPPAD Coefficient of bias-dependent overlap
capacitance for the drain side

CKAPPAS Yes -

CF Fringing field cq)acitance calculated

(F/m)

Yes Note-7

CLC Constant term for the short channel

model

1.0e-7m Yes -

CLE Exponential term for the short channel
model

0.6 Yes -

DLC Channel-length offset parameter for
CV model

LINT (m) No -

DWC Channel-width offset parameter for
CV model

WINT (m) No -

VFBCV Flat-band voltage parameter (for

CAPMOD=0 only)
-l.OV Yes -

NOFF CV parameter in ygstejf^cv weak to
strong inversion

1.0 Yes -

VOFFCV CV parameter in week to

strong inversion

O.OV Yes -
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Charge and Capacitance Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

ACDE Exponential coefficient for charge
thickness in CAPMOD=2 for accumu

lation and depletion regions

l.OmA^ Yes

MOIN Coefficient for the gate-bias dq)en-
dent surface potential

15.0 Yes -
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High-Speed/RF Model Parameters

A.9 High-Speed/RF Model Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value

Binnable?

Note

XRCRGl Par£uneter for distributed channel-

resistance effect for both intrinsic-

input resistance and charge-deficit
NQS models

12.0 Yes Warning
message

issued if

binned

XRCRGl

<=0.0

XRCRG2 Parameter to account for the excess

channel diffusion resistance for both

intrinsic input resistance and charge-
deficit NQS models

1.0 Yes

RBPB

(Also an
instance

parameter)

Resistance connected between

bNodePrime and bNode

SO.Oohm No Ifless than

1.0e-3ohm,

reset to

1.0e-3ohm

RBPD

(Also an
instance

parameter)

Resistance connected between

bNodePrime and dbNode

SO.Oohm No If less than

1.0e-3ohm,

reset to

1.0e-3ohm

RBPS

(Also an
instance

parameter)

Resistance connected between

bNodePrime and sbNode

SO.Oohm No Ifless than

1.0e-3ohm,

reset to

1.0e-3ohm

RBDB

(Also an
instance

parameter)

Resistance connected betwe^

dbNode and bNode

SO.Oohm No If less than

1.0e-3ohm,

reset to

1.0e-3ohm

RBSB

(Also an
instance

parameter)

Resistance connected between

sbNode and bNode

SO.Oohm No If less than

1.0e-3ohm,

reset to

1.0e-3ohm

GBMIN Conductance in parallel with each of
the five substrate resistances to avoid

potential numerical instability due to
unreasonably too large a substrate
resistance

1.0e-12mho No Warning
message

issued if

less than

l.Oe-20

mho
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Flicker and Thermal Noise Model Parameters

A.IO Flicker and Thermal Noise Model

Parameters

Parameter

name

Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

NOIA Flicker noise parameter A 6.25e41

(evy^s^-
^^m"^for
NMOS;

6.188e40

(eV)-^l-
^Vfor

PMOS

No

NOIB Flicker noise parameter B 3.125e26

(eV)-ls^-
^m-^ for
NMOS;

1.5e25

(eV)-^s^-
EPm-»for

PMOS

No

NOIC Flicker noise parameter C 8.75 No -

EM Saturation field 4.1e7V/m No -

AF Flicker noise exponent 1.0 No -

EF Flicker noise frequency exponent 1.0 No -

KF Flicker noise coefificient 0.0

^a-EFgl-EFp
No -

NTNOI Noise factor for short-channel devices

for TNOIMOD=0 only
1.0 No -

TNOIA Coefficient of channel-length depen
dence of total channel thermal noise

1.5 No -

TNOIB Channel-length dependence parameter
for channel thermal noise partitioning

3.5 No
-
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Layout-Dependent Parasitics Model Parameters

A.ll Layout-Dependent Parasitics Model
Parameters

Parameter

name Description
Default

value

Binnable?

Note

DMCG Distance from S/D contact center to

the gate edge
0.0m No -

DMCI Distance from S/D contact center to

the isolation edge in the channel-
length direction

DMCG No
•

DMDG Same as DMCG but for merged
device only

0.0m No -

DMCGT DMCG of test structures 0.0m No -

NF

(instance
parameter

only)

Number of device fingers 1 No Fatal error

if less than

one

DWJ Offset of the S/D junction width DWC(in
CVmodel)

No -

MIN

(instance
parameter

only)

Whether to minimize the number of

drain or source diffusions for even-

number fingo'ed device

0

(minimize

the drain dif

fusion num

ber)

No

XGW Distance from the gate contact to the
channel edge

0.0m No -

XGL Offset of the gate length due to varia
tions in patteming

0.0m No -

NGCON Number of gate contacts 1 No Fatal error

if less than

one; ifnot

equal to 1
or 2, warn

ing mes
sage issued
and reset to

1
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Asymmetric Source/Drain Junction Diode Model Parameters

A.12 Asymmetric Source/Drain Junction Diode
Model Parameters

Parameter

name

(separate for
source and drain

side as indicated

in the names) Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

UTHSREV

UTHDREV

Limiting current in reverse bias region UTHSREV

=0.1A

UTHDREV

=UTHSREV

No If not posi
tive, reset

to 0.1A

UTHSFWD

UTHDFWD

Limiting current in forward bias
region

UTHSFWD

=0.1A

UTHDFWD

=UTHS-

FWD

No If not posi
tive, reset

to 0.1A

XJBVS

XJBVD

Fitting parameter for diode break
down

XJBVS=1.0

XJBVD

=XJBVS

No Note-8

BVS

BVD

Breakdown voltage BVS=10.0V

BVD=BVS

No Ifnot posi
tive, reset

to lO.OV

JSS

JSD

Bottom junction reverse saturation
current density

JSS=

1.0e-4A/m^

JSD=JSS

No

JSWS

JSWD

Isolation-edge sidewall reverse satura
tion current density

JSWS

=O.OA/m

JSWD

=JSWS

No
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Asymmetric Source/Drain Junction Diode Model Parameters

Parameter

name

(separate for
source and drain

side as indicated

in the names) Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

JSWGS

JSWGD

Gate-edge sidewall levCTse saturation
current density

JSWGS

=O.OA/m

JSWGD

=JSWGS

No

CJS

CJD

Bottom junction capacitance per unit
area at zero bias

CJS=5.0e-4

F/m^

CJD=CJS

No

MJS

MJD

Bottom junction capacitance grating
coefficient

MJS=0.5

MJD=MJS

No
-

MJSWS

MJSWD

Isolation-edge sidewall junction

capacitance grading coefficient
MJSWS

=0.33

MJSWD

=MJSWS

No

CJSWS

CJSWD

Isolation-edge sidewall junction

capacitance per unit area
CJSWS=

5.0e-10

F/m

CJSWD

=CJSWS

No

CJSWGS

CJSWGD

Gate-edge sidewall junction capaci
tance per unit length

CJSWGS

=CJSWS

aSWGD

=CJSWS

No

MJSWGS

MJSWGD

Gate-edge sidewall junction capaci
tance grading coefficient

MJSWGS

=MJSWS

MJSWGD

=MJSWS

No
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Asymmetric Source/Drain Junction Diode Model Parameters

Parameter

name

(separate for
source and drain

side as indicated

in the names) Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

PB Bottom junction huilt-in potential PBS=1.0V .

PBD=PBS

No

PBSWS

PBSWD

Isolation-edge sidewall junction built-
in potential

PBSWS

=1.0V

PBSWD

=PBSWS

No

PBSWGS

PBSWGD

Gate-edge sidewall junction built-in
potential

PBSWGS

=PBSWS

PBSWGD

=PBSWS

No
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Temperature Dependence Parameters

A.13 Temperature Dependence Parameters

Parameter

name

Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

TNOM Temperature at which parameters are
extracted

ITC No -

UTE Mobility temperature exponent -1.5 Yes -

KTl Temperature coefficient for threshold
voltage

-0.1 IV Yes -

KTIL Channel length dependence of the
temperature coeffici^t for threshold
voltage

O.OVm Yes -

KT2 Body-bias coefficient of Vth tempera
ture effect

0.022 Yes -

UAl Temperature coefficient for UA 1.0e-9mA^ Yes -

UBl Temperature coefficient for UB -l.Oe-18

(tdWf
Yes

-

UCl Temperature coefficient for UC 0.067V-^ for
MOB-

MOD=l;

0.025mA^^
forMOB-

MOD=0 and

2

Yes

AT Temperature coefficient for satura
tion velocity

3.3e4m/s Yes -

PRT Temperature coefficient for Rdsw O.Oohm-m Yes -

NJS, NJD Emission coefficients of junction for
source and drain junctions, respec
tively

NJS=:1.0;

NJD=NJS

No -

XTIS, XTID Junction current temperature expo
nents for source and drain junctions,
respectively

XTIS=3.0;

XTID=XTIS

No -

TPB Temperature coefficient of PB O.OV/K No -
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Temperature Dependence Parameters

Parameter

name

Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

TPBSW Temperature coefficient of PBSW O.OV/K No -

TPBSWG Temperature coefficient of PBSWG O.OV/K No -

TCJ Temperature coefficient of CJ O.OK*^ No -

TCJSW Temperature coefficient of CJSW O.OK"^ No -

TCJSWG Temperature coefficient of CJSWG

o
b

No -
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dW and dL Parameters

A.14 rfW and rfL Parameters

Parameter

name Descrition

Default

name Binnable? Note

WL Coefficioit of length dependence for
width offset

O.OmWLN No -

WLN Power of length dependence of width
offset

1.0 No -

WW Coefficient of width dependence for
width offset

O.OmWWN No
-

WWN Power of width d^endence of width
offset

1.0 No -

WWL Coefficient of length and width cross
term dependence for width offset

0.0

jjjWWN+WLN
No -

LL Coefficient of length dependence for
length offset

O.Om"-^ No -

LLN Power of length dependence for
length offset

1.0 No -

LW Coefficient of width dependence for
length offset

O.Om^WN No
-

LWN Power of width dependence for length
offset

1.0 No -

LWL CoefHcient of length and width cross
term dependence for length offset

0.0

jjjLWN+LLN
No

-

LLC Coefficient of length dependence for
CV channel length offset

LL No
-

LWC Coefficient of width dependence for
CV channel length offset

LW No
-

LWLC CoefHcient of length and width cross-
term dependence for CV channel

length offset

LWL No
-

WLC Coefficient of length dependence for
CV channel width offset

WL No
-
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Range Parameters for Model Application

Parameter

name Descrition

Default

name Binnable? Note

wwc Ccefficiait of width dependence for
CV channel width offset

WW No
-

WWLC Coefficient of length and width cross-
term dependence for CV channel

width offset

WWL No
-

A.15 Range Parameters for Model Application

Parameter

name Description
Default

value Binnable? Note

LMIN Minimum channel length 0.0m No -

LMAX Maximum channel length 1.0m No -

WMIN Minimum channel width 0.0m No -

WMAX Maximum channel width 1.0m No -

A.16 Notes 1-8

Note-1: If Yi is not given, it is calculated by

.. _ pge^NDEP
/ 1 ~ ^
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Notes 1-8

If Y2 is not given, it is calculatedby

_ ^2ge„NSUB
ĉoxe

Note-2: IfNDEPis not given and Yi is given,NDEPis calculated from

y'C 'I 1 ^oxeNDEP =

If both Yi and NDEP are not given, NDEP defaults to 1.7el7cm"^

and Yi is calculated from NDEP.

Note-3; If VBX is not given, it is calculatedby

qNDEP'XT^
2e.

= ^-VBX

Note-4: If VTHO is not given, it is calculatedby

VTHO =VFB +^, +/STl^O.-Vto

where VFB= -1.0. If VTHO is given, VFB defaults to

VFB = VTHO - ®
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Notes 1-8

Note-5: If and K2 are not given, they are calculatedby

K\=/j -2K2^<t>,-VBM

27<D, (7<I), -VBM -7®,)+ VBM

Note-6: If CGSO is not given, it is calculated bv

If (DLC is given and > 0.0)

CGSO = DLC' C,,, - CGSL

if (CGSO < 0.0), CGSO = 0.0

Else

CGSO = 0.6-XJ'C„.,

If CGDO is not given, it is calculated bv

If (DLC is given and > 0.0)

CGDO= DLC•C^,, - CGDL

if (CGDO < 0.0), CGDO = 0.0

Else

CGDO = 0.6-Z/-C

If CGBO is not given, it is calculated bv

CGB0 = 2'DWC'C,^
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Notes 1-8

Note-7: If CF is not given, it is calculatedby

1 ^ . A.Oe-l^TOXE)
I'EPSROX'Z.

CF = 2

Note-8:

For dioMod = 0, if XJBVS < 0.0, it is reset to 1.0.

For dioMod = 2, if XJBVS <=0.0, it is reset to 1.0.

For dioMod = 0, if XJBVD < 0.0, it is reset to 1.0.

For dioMod = 2, ifXJBVD <=0.0, it is reset to 1.0.
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